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A P P O I N T M E N T S
JIM MASSEY
Jim Massey was appointed Registrar with effect from 1st September 2012.
He took over from Mike Cleaver who retired after fifteen successful years in
the post. Jim has been Headmaster of Mount House prep school in
Tavistock for the past ten years and during that time many pupils have made
their way to Sherborne.  Prior to Mount House he was a housemaster at
Oundle, taught economics and coached rugby, cricket and squash.  He is
married to Jo, who is a civil engineer, and they have two children, Jonnie
(Digby 5th form) and Lucy (currently in her final year at Mount House and
soon to join Sherborne Girls). 

DAVID MUCKALT
David has been appointed Head of Rugby. He joined Sherborne from
Giggleswick School, North Yorkshire, where he was Director of Sport for five
years. A true Lancastrian, he has played for the red rose county at various
levels, and also represented London division at U21 level, before joining
London Welsh, Henley Hawks and then Manchester. During this time he
became Director of Rugby at Manchester Grammar School and was selected
for the England Counties XV in 2002 – 2003. 

L E A V E R S
MIKE CLEAVER (1972 – 2002)
Mike joined the Classics Department in 1972 and before long was
developing as a sports coach and tutor, too. In 1984 he became
Housemaster of The Green, a role which he assumed with seeming ease.  In
1996 he returned to full-time teaching and a year later was appointed
Registrar, a role which suited his enthusiasm for the School and for dealing
with people of all ages. He retired in July 2012 and will no doubt be
frequently found on the golf course in future years.

MIKE WESTON (1986 – 2011)
Mike joined the Modern Languages Department in 1986 and it was as a
teacher of French that he made his mark at Sherborne. In 1995 he was
appointed Housemaster of Abbeylands, and in 2003 became Senior Master,
a title which was changed to Deputy Head Pastoral in 2007. He left
Sherborne in July 2011 to take up the post of Acting Vice-Principal of
Sherborne Qatar and was this year appointed Headmaster.

RICHARD AMBROSE (1987 – 2012)
Richard arrived in 1987 to take up the post of Head of Mathematics and ran
a happy and successful department until in 2005 he took over responsibility
for Staff Development, training all new staff.  Having established links with
the University of Buckingham through this role, he will continue to work with
them into his retirement.

GUY BRIERE-EDNEY (1999 – 2011)
Having started a career in property management, Guy changed course to
teach at The Perse in Cambridge.  He arrived at Sherborne in 1999 and soon
became a valued member of the Geography Department.  He had a natural
love of travel and organised trips to the Galapagos, Morocco and Zambia
during his time here.  He became Housemaster of Lyon in 2006 but decided
to move on in September 2011 to spend time with family and friends, and
to travel.

JOHN STOREY (2002 – 2012)
John joined the Classics Department in 2002 where he taught with
exuberance and style.  He also found time to throw himself into CCF, Cross
Country, Caving, Adventure Training and Canoeing. In addition he was
a valued member of the Careers Department. He has moved to
Ardingly College.

IAIN SMITH (2003 – 2012)
Iain arrived at Sherborne to teach Chemistry nine years ago, fresh faced
from Pembroke College, Cambridge. During his time here he could be seen
participating in the orchestra, the choir, the playing fields, and generally
contributing wherever possible.  He has moved to Charterhouse to run their
Science Department. ●
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I
n my President’s Message last year, I
mentioned that in 2012 the School would
be celebrating the 100th anniversary of

Alan Turing’s birth. As mentioned elsewhere
in this issue of the OS Record, the 10th
Quinquagesimal Reunion was held at
Sherborne on Thursday 27th September.
Having attended that event, I am happy to
say that, even though Turing may not have
been fully appreciated during his time at
Sherborne, the tributes to him paid on all
sides that day may have gone some way
towards compensating for the inadequacies
of the past.  Professor Christopher Andrew’s
lecture on Turing’s life and achievements
was a model of clarity.  It was also very
moving.  He reminded his audience that
Alan Turing was unique, not only for his work
in ‘inventing the computer’ and as a key
Bletchley code-breaker with all that meant
for the conduct of the Second World War,
but he was also unique inasmuch as he had
received from Britain’s Prime Minister,
Gordon Brown, a full apology on behalf of
the Nation for the way he had been treated. 

The Prime Minister’s message ended with
the words: 

We are grateful for the brilliant efforts of the
School’s archivist, Rachel Hassall, that the
full text of the Prime Minister’s apology was
posted in the cloisters, together with many
other Turing memorabilia, including –
famously – facsimiles of his first letters home
after his eventful solo cross-country journey
to Sherborne.

I am happy to say that six former Presidents
of the Old Shirburnian Society were able to
join me in London in October for a convivial
meal.  Of course, there is always a
temptation on such occasions to begin
every sentence with ‘In my day...’ or words to
that effect and  it is certainly right to treat
the meanderings of old men (let’s be frank!)
with a certain scepticism. We tend to look
back at the past through rose-tinted
spectacles - sometimes too rosy.  At one
point I claimed that the year I left Sherborne
(1958), the Rugby XV was unbeaten.  Well, I
got it wrong!  I have since checked the
record.  The XV in 1958 wasn’t unbeaten. We
played eight matches, won six, drew one
and lost one!  

Since I will have served my three years in
May 2013, this is my last message to you as
OSS President. When my predecessor,
Charles Collingwood, wrote his own
valedictory letter, he was able to name his
successor, viz me.

Be that as it may, I would like to say – in
signing off – how much I have welcomed the
chance to rebuild links with an ‘alma mater’
which had possibly become a little frayed
over the years owing to the pressure of
other business.  Last year I carried a banner
to the top of Mount Kilimanjaro to raise
money for the Gorilla Organization of which
I am the Chairman. I wish, looking back, I
had carried the School banner to the summit
as well.  A job for my successor, perhaps?

By the way, the photograph – as many of you
will recognize – is of Sir Timothy Daunt
(d 54), Sir John Weston (h 56) and yours truly
(g 58).  Tim Daunt was Head of School when
I arrived at Sherborne; John Weston was
Head of School when I was half-way through,
and I was Head of School when I left!  The
occasion was the launch at Daunt’s
bookshop in Marylebone High Street of my
new book:  ‘Where the Wild Things Were:
Travels of a Conservationist.’  Never say Old
Shirburnians don’t stick together!   ●

STANLEY JOHNSON (g 58)
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M E S S A G E  
F R O M  T H E  P R E S I D E N T

So on behalf of 
the British
Government, and all
those who live freely
thanks to Alan’s
work, I am very
proud to say: we’re
sorry, you deserved
so much better.  
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C H A I R M A N ’ S
R E P O RT

Most OS simply call our
school ‘Sherborne’, and for
many it remains a special

place, engendering a feeling of
belonging and pride. True, the fabric
of the School, and the setting within
the town is impressive.  But it is the
people we associate with the School,
both historically and now, that brings
it all to life. 

The OS Society exists, in the main, to
help fellow Shirburnians perpetuate
their continued relationship with the
School and other OS.  I am pleased
to be able to report that both the
School and the OS Society are in
rude health. We owe, as usual, our
thanks to the Headmaster, his staff
and the governors for their continued
support; to Committee members for
keeping up our statutory obligations
and setting the tone; and, most
importantly, we owe our biggest
thanks to John Harden and his team
in the OSS office itself, who are
always on hand to actively make
connections with fellow OS, enabling
them to enjoy the Sherborne
experience long after leaving,
helping to bring back memories and
create new ones.   ●

V I V A T !
STEPHEN REES-WILLIAMS (h 81)

events, we most certainly cannot rest on
our laurels and there remain areas where
we need to craft certain year-group events
more carefully to suit the majority of the
group concerned. We are planning another
full year of OS events in 2013 so please look
at the calendar of events on page 26 and
make a note of any event that may be of
interest to you.  

It is hard to believe that, come May 2013,
Stanley Johnson will have completed his
three-year term as OSS President.  Perhaps
one of the reasons that time seems to have
passed so quickly is due to the infectious
sense of enthusiasm that Stanley
generates.  But the public face of Stanley
was not all that he offered the Society.  His
deep affection for  Sherborne ensured that
he kept in touch with all that was
happening at the School and suggested
constructive change where required.  The
OSS owe both Jenny and Stanley a huge
vote of thanks for three happy years that
they have given us. The nomination of
Stanley’s successor will be announced in
the Spring Edition of the OSS Newsletter
and a  formal hand over of the Presidency
will take place on OS Day on May 18th.

No annual letter from me is complete
without thanking all those who ensure that
the OSS runs smoothly. The Events,
Catering and Porterage teams at the
School, the OS and parents who host
events, our Committee members, the
Headmaster and Governors, the
Foundation, Registry and Marketing teams,
the Music Department, the Chaplaincy –
the list is endless.   Janet Dean and Joanna
Farrow remain indispensable to our efforts.
Thank you all so much. 

May I wish a very happy and prosperous
2013 to all. ●

JOHN HARDEN (g 70)

It is now exactly a year since the OSS
moved from its old offices in the Lodge
to Abbot’s Acre, and it has been a

successful move in so many ways.  Firstly,
having more space is a great help.  It allows
us to look after our visitors better, and
additional storage space means that the
offices themselves are less crowded.  Most
importantly it has brought the OSS, the
Registry, the Foundation and the Marketing
Division under the same roof, and allows us
the opportunity to cross-fertilise thoughts
and ideas and discuss issues that affect all
divisions. 

In an attempt to keep the OSS expanding
in the right direction, we always try to
launch new initiatives each year.  June saw
the publication of the first OSS Newsletter
which was sent out via email, and the
second edition followed in early October.
The object of these newsletters is to update
OS with news of forthcoming events and
keep them in touch with any OS News that
can usefully be distributed prior to the
publication of the OS Record.  It seems to
have been well received, and 2013 issues
are scheduled for April, June and October.
We were also delighted to introduce a
London Careers Event which was held at
the Cass Business School in December.
This is designed to give young OS the edge
needed to succeed in the very competitive
job market.  We hope that this will become
a regular event and truly believe that the
benefits derived from this training will make
a difference.

I wrote in this letter last year that I thought
2012 would be a record year for OS
reunions and so it has proved.  All events
are written up elsewhere in this Record.
Suffice to say that I thoroughly enjoyed
meeting OS of all generations from
undergraduates and gap year students to
the wonderful Matthew Blamey, still
attending our reception in Guernsey at the
age of 100. In spite of the success of most 

S E C R E T A R Y ’ S  L E T T E R
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Learning lies at the very heart of every
school and, you might say, at the heart
of our ability to live happy and fulfilled

lives. A day without learning something is a
dull day; many days would quickly become
intolerable.  We need to be able to learn all
the time if we are to adapt to the changes
that we all encounter at some time in our
careers, our relationships and our everyday
lives, or we find ourselves quickly left behind.
The human mind is hard-wired to learn, and
the more stimulating the environment, the
more it learns.  It is a distressing fact that
babies, deprived of stimulation early in their
lives, will be forever disadvantaged – the
neural connections simply won’t have been
forged. 

Sherborne provides that stimulating
environment to ensure that learning is
happening all the time. Boys’ character and
personality are built not only through the
School’s challenging and varied co-curricular
programme but also through life in the
House and the everyday experience of living
with others. Of the various elements of the
all-round education that Sherborne offers,
however, the academic life must and does
take centre-stage. It is in the schoolroom and
in Hall that boys spend the majority of their
time building and developing the character
traits and habits of mind that will be vital for
their success and happiness long after they
have left Sherborne.

Much has been done over the last couple of
years to ensure that academic learning and
achievement are fully valued and celebrated
and that each boy realises his academic
potential. Individual target grades, designed
to challenge the boys to the full extent of
their abilities, are set in the Fourth and Fifth
forms and - for the first time this year - the
Sixth forms.  Regular reporting cycles, linked
to these targets, are followed by dinners for

academic scholars and for those boys
identified as having shown the most effort
and determination during that cycle. High
intensity end-of-term exams have become an
essential part of assessing how much has
been learnt over the term and, along with
overall exam and individual subject prizes,
have generated among the boys a genuine
sense of achievement as they leave for their
well-earned holidays. 

Changes to the beginning and the end of the
day have allowed the timing of Hall to be
brought forward.  Two Halls are now
separated by supper at 7pm.  ‘Academic
Time’ has also been introduced between
5pm and 5.45pm so that a boy can voluntarily
get extra help or be required to complete or
re-do under-par work. A new position, Head
of Scholarship, has been created to which
Tim Dawson has been appointed; among
other things, he is responsible for the
progress of the academic scholars and for
running a school-wide programme of
academic enrichment, including the
Saturday Inspirational Speaker programme,
and the Turing (Sixth and Fifth Form),
Copeland (Fourth Form) and Agora (3rd
form) Societies, for the brightest and most
intellectually able in their year groups.  The
number of academic and other societies has
burgeoned and our two Princeton Fellows,
Michael Weylandt and Colleen Kent, have
added new and exciting elements to the
intellectual life of the School. 

The curriculum has also been changing
shape. Subject grade requirements for entry
onto A-level courses have been clarified and
a broader and more flexible curriculum for
the Fourth and Fifth forms has been
introduced, allowing boys to choose a wider
range of subjects and a more individually
tailored set of choices. A Third Form
‘diploma’ is being developed, with a view to 

F R O M  T H E  H E A D M A S T E R

establishing from day one the right habits
of mind for boys to learn more
independently and to developing literacy
skills and fluency.  You might also have read
of the decision to no longer offer the IB in
the Lower Sixth as of September 2013. The
decision was not taken lightly by the
Governors, not least because the IB was a
shared programme with Sherborne Girls.
However, the take-up for the IB diploma
has been low since its introduction and the
A-Level programme has been further
strengthened by the introduction of the A*,
a more focussed syllabus, the tighter
marking seen last summer, and the recent
removal of January re-sits. Among a
number of benefits, ceasing the IB will
allow additional resources to be directed to
the mainstream (I)GCSE and A-level
programme. These initiatives, however, will
have limited impact unless what happens in
the classroom is engaging, stimulating and
challenging.  Real, ‘deep’ understanding
can only be gained if we can encourage the
boys to be ready to struggle with a
problem for themselves, and not expect
the answer to be given to them ready
packaged. So perhaps the most exciting
development of all has been this term’s
Learning Review, carried out with the help
of Professor Guy Claxton and colleague,
Graham Powell, and led within the School
by the Head of Learning Development,
Vicky Clayton. This review has revealed
some excellent practice and has focussed
on how teaching styles can be adapted yet
further to stimulate fully the boys’ innate
appetite and capacity for learning. Rather
than sitting at the back and observing the
teacher, we sit at the front and observe the
boys.  We look for whether they are
emotionally engaged.  Are they resilient -
do they stick with challenges?  Do they
manage distractions?  Do they exercise
initiative? Are they curious, willing to ask
questions? Do they reason things logically
and systematically?  Are they creative - do
they use their imagination to consider other
possibilities? Do they know when it is best
to work alone and with others?  Can they
adapt in collaborative group work? Do they
reflect on their work?  Do they plan what
they have to do? 

Excellent learning and teaching of this kind
develops curious, engaged and stretched
minds.  These, in turn, lead to excellent
exam results and to boys and young men
who are excited rather than daunted by the
world around them.  Minds like these are
best placed to make the most of their
opportunities. At Sherborne we aim to
ensure that the boys not only achieve their
best exam results, but that in doing so they
acquire the independence and the habits
to carry on learning for the rest of their
lives. ●

CHRIS DAVIS
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T H E  S C H O O L  Y E A R  
I N  R E T R O S P E C T

M U S I C

It has been an extraordinarily busy year in
the Music School, with over 120 concerts
delivered across the three terms. The

weekly lunchtime recitals in Cheap Street
Church throughout the year continued to
draw large audiences from the town and
included some very strong performances –
not least from two highly talented ATCL
diploma pupils, Fred Gordon (saxophone)
and Toby Cairns (French horn). Chamber
music performances in the Sherborne
Abbey Festival (Sherborne is the school now
most highly represented in this event with
three concerts over three days) were
outstanding and solicited immediate
invitations for 2013 repeats. 

Not least amongst the contributory factors
for recent musical excellence is the superb
Music School, which continues to solicit
breathtaking gasps of amazement as visitors
enter, and linked to that is a notable
increase in the quality of music scholars: a
focus upon choir schools (Salisbury,
Westminster, Winchester, Lichfield, and
Christ Church, Oxford) has reaped dividends
in terms of inspirational instrumental playing
– having a very positive effect on other
musicians in the larger ensembles such as
Wind Band (92 at peak), Sinfonia and
Symphony Orchestra (45) and the Choir (102)
as well as setting high standards in the
weekly recitals.

Masterclasses led by musicians of
international standing (Philip Eastop,
Douglas Mitchell and Nigel Perrin) were
held on three Sundays for Brass, Woodwind
and Singers, and there were also two
competitions with external adjudicators –
the Halliday Cup (adjudicated by David
Trendell of King’s, London) for Keyboard
players, and the Patrick Shelley Competition
for Advanced Instrumentalists which was this
year adjudicated by Robin Nelson.
Previously Director of Music at Sherborne,
Robin repeatedly spoke of how impressed
he was by musical standards at Sherborne in
2012. 

Ad hoc music-making in the evenings and
on Sunday afternoons also flourished and
bore fruits in two outstanding ‘Unplugged’

recitals in the Tindall Recital Hall, two
RocSoc concerts in the BSR and a Concert in
the Courts attended by 750 people.  There is
huge potential rising from lower year groups
in the School and, despite the fact that we
live in an era where young people have a
preference for DJ led music (laptops and
mixing desks) rather than guitar led music,
the standard of music-making is on a high.

Prep School visits took the Swing Band to
Salisbury Cathedral School, the Downs
School in Bristol and Port Regis, and the
Chamber Choir to Hazlegrove.  In July the
Swing Band toured Barbados, for which
there had been seven tour-fundraising
events over the year including three Dinner
and Jazz evenings and an unusual ‘Oscar
Peterson Tribute Evening’ for two pianos,
drums and bass given by talented musicians
Oliver Toomey (piano), Toby Cairns (drums)
and Felix Stickland (bass). CD albums of the
Swing Band, with its latest vocalist Patrick
Evans-Bevan, and the Oscar Peterson tracks,
were recorded over the Easter holidays in
the musicians’ equivalent of a pre-season.
They are available from Reception and make
superb presents. OS reductions apply. 

The standard of choral and congregational
singing in the Abbey bears special mention.
The well-established pattern of Wednesday
and Sunday services enables the gigantic
Choir to sing a large and varied repertoire,
which is published at the start of each term
on the website, whilst also presenting the
whole School with an opportunity to sing the
hymns in a way which is spine-tingling to say
the least. The twenty strong Chamber Choir,
which on many occasions has been joint with
Sherborne Girls during the Introit on
Sundays, has reached particularly strong
standards, largely as a result of now
containing eight ex-cathedral choristers. 

The external concert series – ‘Tindall
Recitals’ – brought international names to an
audience of boys and the public.  The
intimate surroundings of this superb concert
hall are ideal for chamber music recitals, and
they in turn assist the development of pupil-
led chamber music. ●

JAMES HENDERSON
DIRECTOR OF MUSIC
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CHAPEL ORGAN
THE CHAPEL ORGAN WAS EXTENSIVELY REBUILT DURING 2012 AND PHASE 1 OF THIS

PROCESS WAS RE-OPENED AT A RECITAL GIVEN BY CLIVE DRISKILL-SMITH (ASSISTANT

ORGANIST AT CHRIST CHURCH, OXFORD) ON 20TH SEPTEMBER. IN ADDITION TO

GAINING SEVEN NEW STOPS, THE INSTRUMENT

WAS RE-VOICED TO SOUND A LITTLE MORE

MELLOW THAN WAS PREVIOUSLY THE CASE. IT

WAS ALSO MOVED AND BROUGHT FORWARD

TO THE LEADING EDGE OF THE BALCONY,

FROM WHERE IT IS NOW MORE VISUALLY

STRIKING AND ALSO SPEAKS (OR SINGS) WITH

MORE CLARITY WITHIN THE BODY OF THE

CHAPEL. PHASE 2 OF THE REBUILD WILL ONE

DAY INCLUDE THE PROVISION OF A THIRD

MANUAL (KEYBOARD) IN A SPECIALLY

CONSTRUCTED SMALLER CASE, AS CAPTURED

SO IMAGINATIVELY IN A DRAWING BY FRED

GORDON – A MUSIC SCHOLAR WHO, PERHAPS

UNSURPRISINGLY, ACHIEVED AN A* IN HIS A

LEVEL ART WHILE ALSO ACHIEVING AN

ASSOCIATE OF TRINITY COLLEGE, LONDON,

DIPLOMA DURING HIS SECOND LAST TERM AT

THE SCHOOL. ●
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2011-12 was a very successful year for academic results in the Art Department. GCSE achieved outstanding results of 19 A* grades and 2 A
grades: these results far exceeded our forecasts.  The department has made two new appointments to staffing:  James Wright, a graduate of
the RCA, has been appointed as a new full-time member of staff, and Terry Bevan joined us as the art technician. The end of year show in the
Art School once again showcased an exhibition of GCSE, AS and A2 work. There was a wide variety of media on show, ranging from painting,
printmaking, video and photography to installation and performance pieces. Some of the work was quite inspirational and all of it of an
excellent standard.  Particular highlights included Simon Fraser’s mountain installation, Ed Haynes’ taxidermy of a jay and Jack Norris’ digital
numeric forest. The exhibition, which was open during Commem and heavily visited, also included the best eight entries of the photographic
competition – Sherborne 4 – which were displayed in the Hargreaves Studio. We have continued our successful ongoing programme of
hanging boys’ work around the School which enables the school community to enjoy the excellent work that the boys produce. ●

RICHARD CUERDEN - HEAD OF ART

A R TA R T
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T H E
C H A P L A I N C Y

The Chaplaincy has continued
to provide opportunities for
boys to develop their spiritual

values and to be nurtured in their
faith. The different Christian groups
including Crossfire, led by Nick Scorer
(m 00), and faith discussion groups for
all years have been well supported.  A
new initiative of a voluntary sixth form
Chapel on Thursday mornings has
been well attended and boys
themselves have chosen to speak at
this service. The Friday Night
Eucharist continues to be a place of
peace and reflection at the end of a
busy week, whilst Wednesday and
Sunday whole school services have
enabled the boys to hear a variety of
preachers.

We were delighted to welcome The
Reverend Charles Mitchell-Innes as
part-time assistant chaplain one and a
half days a week at the beginning of
this term. He is currently Vicar of The
Close at Salisbury and a former
teacher of classics at Sherborne
School, before moving on to be
Chaplain of Milton Abbey and then
Conduct of Eton. 

The Chaplaincy is in the process of
moving into a new office in 1 Finger
Lane which will offer many new
opportunities. One room has been
designed to be used as a
meditation/discussion area that can
also be used at fixed times by the
Muslim boys when they wish to pray
together. It also means that both
chaplains now have a designated area
to work together and to see boys and
staff. 

It is a privilege to have two beautiful
buildings, the School Chapel and the
Abbey to worship in. The newly
refurbished organ has made a real
difference to the singing in Chapel
and is regularly used by boys.  It is
always a delight to welcome OS back
to any of the School services.   ●

REVEREND LINDSAY COLLINS

S H E R B O R N E  F O U N D A T I O N

Over the past two academic years the Foundation has, through your support, been
having a less tangible but still wide ranging impact on the School, whilst the Music
School continues to enrich the lives of the boys with record numbers in the School

Choir and the ability for a number of different groups to rehearse at the same time.  This allows
music to flourish in the new shape of the working day for boys where academic study is rightly
taking the driving seat.

The Foundation is assisting that academic
drive by supporting the Foundation Fellows
scheme which is bringing top graduates
from universities around the world to
Sherborne to enrich the boys’ lives. We have
already built a strong working relationship
with Princeton University, and Colleen Kent
and Michael Weylandt, who have joined us
this year, are having a great impact on the
teaching of English and Mathematics
respectively. 

We were also able to support English
teaching in a wider sense by funding the
‘Sherborne Sessions - it’s all about writing’
festival in October 2012 which brought in
writers from comedy, TV, music and sports
journalism, along with academic literary
speakers, to address over 900 of our boys
and local pupils over a weekend.

In addition we have been able to help
academically through our Bursary
programme which supports top academic
boys with other talents, who would
otherwise not be able to afford Sherborne,
to join us in the sixth form. We are currently
supporting three boys in various years at the
School.  We also look to assist these boys,
and others, with funding for pre-university
preparation courses through the Ed
Moorhouse Fund, named after an OS who
was a top academic but sadly died young.
The Fund is designed to help boys attend
courses to enrich their university applications
to top universities worldwide, and especially
for the Morehead Cain Scholarship in the US.

We have also been able to help the boys
prepare for the wider world and open their
minds to new ideas through the Inspirational
Speaker Programme which has brought top
speakers to the School such as David
Aaronovitch, Dame Pauline Neville-Jones
and Olympic gold medallist, Peter Wilson.

Jointly with the School, we are currently
funding the refurbishment of the Junior
Common Room, or ‘Stick’ as it is known,
which has received little attention since its
construction next to the dining hall in the
late 1980’s. 

Finally, but very importantly, this year we are
looking to create a drama rehearsal space in
the Old Music School so that Drama can

have a permanent home and we are grateful
for your support for this £50,000 project. We
are also grateful to Hugh Bonneville (d 81)
for spearheading the campaign.

None of this would be possible without the
support of Old Shirburnians and parents,
and we are grateful for your loyalty. Thank
you if you are currently supporting the
Foundation and, if you are not, I hope you
will consider participating through the
Annual Fund in order to help us reach our
targets, as listed above, for the 2012/13 and
2013/14 academic years.  We are looking to
raise £150,000 by August 2013.  ●

ADRIAN BALLARD, HEAD OF FOUNDATION

Steven Lawn
Memorial Lecture
Reverend Stephen Winter
Friday 21st September 2012

After teaching in Zambia for six
years, Stephen trained in Bristol
for the ordained ministry of the

Church of England where he met and
made friends with Joseph Ayok-
Loewenberg, a Sudanese born priest
and former member of the Sudanese
Olympic team, who is now Ambassador
for South Sudan. 

In 2000 he and Joseph became founder
members of Under Tree Schools (UTS)
which was then an informal association
to support education in a war zone
during the Sudanese Civil War.  He
became the organisation’s first Chair in
2006, when it achieved formal charitable
status, and continues as a Trustee today.  
Stephen works in the Midlands where he
now lives with his wife and two
daughters. ●

116TH ANNUAL RECORD
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D R A M A

THE GREEN HOUSE PLAY, TOM STOPPARD’S THE REAL INSPECTOR HOUND IN THE LENT TERM, SAW

THE STAFF DIRECTORIAL DEBUTS OF JOSEPHINE BERGANZA AND ISABELLA FRANCO. IN THIS SPOOF

‘WHODUNIT’ TWO THEATRE CRITICS, MOON (CHRIS BRINKWORTH) AND BIRDBOOT (HARRY ROBINS),

FIND THEMSELVES INCREASINGLY EMBROILED IN THE ACTION OF A PLAY WITHIN A PLAY. THIS

FARCE PROVIDED EXCELLENT COMEDIC ROLES WITH HARRY FODEN AND ARCHIE MURDOCH

CONVINCING AS THE LEADING FEMALES FELICITY CUNNINGHAM AND LADY CYNTHIA MULDOON.

JACK BRIDGER ALSO GENERATED LAUGHS FROM THE AUDIENCE WITH HIS WRINKLED STOCKINGS

AND FEATHER DUSTER AS THE CHAR OF MULDOON MANOR, MRS DRUDGE. THE ROLE OF THE DEAD

BODY WAS CONVINCINGLY PORTRAYED BY AN UNFLINCHING TOM WILSON.

An exuberantly large cast from Wallace leapt

into action with their production of The

Three Musketeers, directed by Emma

Robinson. The boys were able to showcase

fine stage combat skills which had been

choreographed by Mark Ruddick of Squire

Theatre. With swashbuckling swordsmanship

and lively fight sequences, the cast and the

audiences clearly enjoyed every moment.

Amongst many impressive cameo

performances Toby Fuller (Athos), Cosimo

Malizia (Porthos), Simon Fraser (Aramis), and

Max Stone (D’Artagnan) stood out as the

Musketeers, and Tomos Evans (Constance)

in the third form marked himself out as a

name for the future. However, Charlie

Dennis stole the show with his evil portrayal

as Cardinal Richelieu, nobly supported by

Joshua Powell as his trusty henchman,

Rochefort.  

At Commemoration we were lucky enough

to have the Junior Play ‘Ajax Is Out There’

written by our writer-in-residence, Tom

Payne. Conceived as a radio play, the cast

performed the piece in this style, stepping

up to microphones in a carefully

choreographed performance which

provided a prominent platform for many

talented junior boys. Set during a modern

Olympic games but based on Sophocles’

tragedy, the play focuses on the title

character (Max Roche) and his extreme

response to being considered inappropriate

for the role of flag bearer. This was a fine

ensemble piece, but specific mention should

go to James Allan (Athene), Fabian Stuart

Smith (Tecmessa) and Hamish Woodland

(Eriboea).

Also at Commemoration we were able to

produce a belated Digby House play. Due to 
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David Hedison’s illness The Digby were

unable to fulfil their drama slot in the

Michaelmas term, but in recognition of

David’s innovation and  commitment to

School Drama we were honoured to be able

to  dedicate this play to his memory. Tom

Kenelm directed ‘Art’ by Yasmina Reza,

showcasing not only his own acting talent as

Yvan, but those of Alex Schute (Marc) and

James Allan (Serge). The three boys

convincingly presented the play’s tripartite

friendship, incorporating comedic skill and

impressive realism in the delivery of their

lines to produce a production of genuine

quality.

James Winter chose to direct ‘Largo

Desolato’ by Vaclav Havel (translated by

Tom Stoppard) as the Harper House play at

the start of the Michaelmas term. The all-

male cast were impressive in their

presentation of this challenging play, not

least Robert Cark as the political dissident

Professor Leopold Nettles. Leopold’s friends

(Ned Humphreys and Tom Mendel) grow

increasingly concerned about his mental

health as a result of living under constant

state surveillance and imminent

imprisonment. Peter Harrison proved to be

convincing as Leopold’s long-suffering

spouse, Suzanna, and other telling moments

were provided by Ed Shackle (Lucy) and Max

Bridge (Marguerite). 

By complete contrast Andrew and Laura

Gillott directed John Buchan’s ‘The 39 Steps’

as the Abbey House play. It was wonderful to

see a large, committed cast put together

such a slick and accomplished performance.

The role of Richard Hannay was cleverly split

between three boys (Alex Reid, Edward

Polsue and Charlie Gordon) allowing each

boy the chance to shine as the ‘devilishly

handsome’ hero. Charlie Gordon and

Orlando Parr were excellent in a train

sequence, managing to multi-present

various roles with a quick succession of hat

changes in a style that was both pacey and

hilarious. However, the comedic pairing of

Alex Foster and James Hawkes stole the

show as Mr and Mrs McGarrigle. 

To conclude a busy Michaelmas term Emma

Robinson directed the Main School

production of ‘The Rivals’ by Richard Brinsley

Sheridan. With not a weak link in the cast, all

the actors impressed with their energetic

delivery of this demanding script,

successfully grasping the skill of ‘playing to

the audience’ in this Comedy of Manners.

Joshua Powell was inspired as Mrs Malaprop

and Nicholas Toomey was suitably manic

and sentimental as the jealous Faulkland.

Rose Patrick (Lydia) and Catriona May (Julia)

portrayed the two cousins beautifully, whilst

Alicia Baines impressed everyone with her

coquettish portrayal of the maid, Lucy; her

‘Simplicity’ speech was delivered with

professional accuracy and inflection every

night. Tom Kenelm moved swiftly from scene

to scene in a commanding performance as

Jack Absolute that effortlessly held the play

together. With a stunning professional set

(designed by Jason Denvir and constructed

by Jim Donnelly and John Hill), beautiful

period costumes (Ashley Cramp) and the

final look completed with amazing

professional wigs supplied by Felicite

Gillham, the production provided a

spectacular evening of entertainment. 

With such an impressive year of Drama and

so many talented boys continuing to

dedicate themselves to quality productions,

it is very exciting to look forward to the

development of the Old Music School as a

new home for the Drama Department.

Fundraising has begun in earnest with Hugh

Bonneville kindly spearheading our

campaign. With your generous support, it is

hoped that we can have the new building

ready for occupation in September 2013. For

more information on how to donate please

contact the Foundation Office. ●

EMMA ROBINSON
HEAD OF DRAMA
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These items may be purchased from:

THE OLD SHIRBURNIAN OFFICE
SHERBORNE SCHOOL, SHERBORNE, DORSET DT9 3AP

Tel: 01935 810557/8  •  Email: oss@sherborne.org 

Prices exclude P&P
UMBRELLAS £20.00
OS SOCKS (town and country) £10.00
THE SHERBORNE REGISTER £5.00
(Seventh Edition, 1925-2000)

SCARF (country colours) £30.00
BRACES (country colours) £25.00
BOXER SHORTS (country colours S,M,L) £10.00
CUFFLINKS (town and country) £35.00
OSS TIE (town and country) £20.00
PILGRIMS TIE £20.00
BOW TIES (town and country) £17.50

P R I N T S  O F  T H E  S C H O O L  
A N D  C O U R T S

WILLIAM ANSTICE BROWN (g 42-47, STAFF 53-67)

‘Port of Sherborne’ – Print: £10.00  Framed: £45.00

FRANCIS PHILIP BARRAUD (1824-1901) 

Print (watercolour) of the Courts: 

£10.00  Large: £15.00  Framed: £45.00

JOHN WESTERN 

Print (pen and ink) of the Courts (signed): 

£10.00  Framed: £45.00

JOCELYN GALSWORTHY

‘The Upper 2007 - Sherborne v Winchester’

(Signed limited edition print): £125.00

O S  M E R C H A N D I S E

LIVING THE DREAM

Charles York Miller (f 86) runs a
real estate business in Jarnac, the
home of Courvoisier in the heart of
Cognac country (the sunniest region in France
after the Côte d’Azur).  

If any OS are considering either a permanent
move to the Charente or buying a holiday home
here, please contact Charles to find out how he
can help with the entire process.
Accommodation etc, can be arranged for house-
hunting trips.  

charles@charente-immobilier.com
www.charente-immobilier.com

PETER CRAFT (b 53)
TOASTMASTER
Peter, Fellow and Past President of
the National Association of
Toastmasters, has gained an
excellent reputation not only for his
very professional manner but also
for his very warm personality and
wide experience having looked after
events all over the Country for over 12 years.
Whatever the occasion,  he makes sure that
through close liaison with all key personnel,
everything runs smoothly resulting in the event
being a great success.

contact@petercraft.co.uk
01963 370604   www.petercraft.co.uk  

New editions to artist Richard Bramble (h
86) range of ceramics, textiles, tablemats and
boards include shrimps, oysters, mozzarella
cheese, a new seabird range including puffins.
These can be seen at his Borough Market stall
in London, his Sherborne working studios or his
website. 15% reduction for all OS and family, just
quote code: OS13 when ordering. All ceramics
can be personalised by the artist making unique
gifts.

info@richardbramble.co.uk
www.richardbramble.co.uk

ADVENTUROUS APPETITES LTD

Jock Fraser (c 94) runs a tourist service
in Madrid taking people off the tourist
track to experience the authentic
‘Madrileño’ ambience.

Adventurous Appetites will take you to
sample traditional Spanish cuisine in some of the
hidden corners of central Madrid, helping with
language difficulties, advising on local specialities
and imparting interesting local facts about the
tradition, history and myths of Madrid. 

0034 639 331 073  
tours@adventurousappetites.com
www.adventurousappetites.com

SKI INSTRUCTION 
IN COURCHEVEL

Rob Sewell (g 1972) has been
living in the French Alps near
Courchevel for twenty years. He is
an internationally qualified and
much respected ski instructor who
would be very happy to ski with or
simply meet up with any OS who
may be taking their winter holidays in the area.
Contact him on: 

0033 610144762
rob.sewell@orange.fr 
www.skilessonscourchevel.net

CAROLINE HARDEN
Family History Research

A wonderful present –
Caroline Harden has
both the experience
and the software to
compile your family
tree.  If you would like
further details, please
do not hesitate to
contact her on:

01300 345275
caroline.harden@btopenworld.com 
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Deciding where to go after Sherborne
has perhaps never been harder for
our boys. There is unparalleled

choice in Higher Education and, with an
increase in English-medium programmes
offered in Europe, horizons are frequently
extended beyond the UK.  However, the
competition for places at the most selective
universities is more intense than ever, with
93% of programmes across 40 subject areas
at Russell and 1994 Group universities
demanding a minimum of ABB for 2012,
compared with 58% of these same
programmes for 2006. The university sector
as a whole is perhaps in a greater state of flux
than at any time in the last 20 years, partly as
a result of the rise in tuition fees. In
employment, there has been an increase in
opportunities for those leaving school after
the Sixth Form, but these opportunities have
seemed fragile in a period of economic
instability.

One particular mother not only took her son
on over a dozen university visits but also
wrote a brilliant report on each, highlighting
in particular the Learning Support provision,
while a father gave us some valuable reports
on US university visits. Another particularly
profitable partnership this year was with the
other schools in Sherborne whose Senior
Teams proposed having joint staff training on
the transition from school to university: the
result in February was 21 subject-based
discussions across three campuses led by
academic staff from 14 universities. 

Such dialogue has enhanced our provision,
but our greatest debt of gratitude is, as ever,
to those many OS who have replied to our
questionnaires, met us on visits to their
campuses and companies, or attended
events such as the annual L6 Careers
Convention and HE Forum, the new ‘mini HE
Forum’ panel of current students in

September, and smaller specialist interest
groups. Your input has never been more
important to us in keeping track of
developments. 

Roles within the department have developed
to meet changing demands. Kim Dunning,
who is now full-time Manager of HE and
Careers, is increasing our awareness of
employment alternatives to university and
has spent many hours helping a few boys with
US university applications and setting up a
SAT preparation course run in school by
Greene’s Tutorial College. Sarah Lye, who
has joined us as Careers Secretary, has
already begun to make a positive
contribution to the atmosphere within this
busy department. Nick Henderson now
oversees Medicine applications but also has
much experience of working in prominent
positions in the City. We are also delighted to
welcome back Craig Bryson, who was a
distinguished Head of Careers in the 1990s. I
am very fortunate to have these and other
supportive colleagues, people who will go
the metaphorical extra mile.

The 2011-12 UCAS application cycle was a
watershed year: the 2012 UK entrants will be
the first cohort to pay tuition fees of £9,000
p.a. at most universities and this has had a
noticeable effect. A small but increasing
minority of boys is considering direct entry
into employment rather than going to
university; more boys are investigating
options abroad, although only three U6
applicants entered overseas institutions this
year. More significantly, across the year
group there has been a discernible attitude
of ‘I’m paying a lot for university, so I’m only
going to a university I’m really interested in’. 

The percentage of applications resulting in
offers (82%) is in line with Shirburnians’
experiences in recent years. Converting these

offers into places is a considerable challenge
for each individual boy when so many of the
offers are so high, but the annual stories of
pressure on places were again largely
unfounded. Indeed, universities which were
expecting to recruit more students with AAB
or above found themselves reducing offers to
fill existing places. I sense that the tuition fee
increase was causing even some applicants
who had achieved their offer to rethink their
decision to go to university. I have recently
had a letter published in ‘Times Higher
Education’ (27 September 2012) on this topic:
if universities wish to convince students that
they are offering value for money, they need
to provide more information about what is
being offered (some departments in Russell
Group universities have tutorials of over 30
students and offer little contact time) and
about graduate destinations.

I am keenly aware of the need for Sherborne
to be competitive in the market for boarding
education and I believe that the Careers
Department can play an important role in
developing its national profile. All members
of the department attended conferences,
including one at Maastricht University, and
other university visits, including taking boys
to Oxford, Birmingham and Les Roches
(Switzerland). I was interviewed for BBC
Television’s ‘Inside Out’ programme on the
issue of ‘Is university value for money?’in
October; and my lists of university entrance
requirements for A Level and IB have been
shared with other IB schools via the IBSCA
website, in the hope that some universities
might reconsider where they pitch IB offers. 

I would like to put on record my gratitude for
the continued support received from the
Governors, members of the Senior Team and
a wonderful group of committed colleagues
in the department. The challenges are great,
but we have the team to meet them. ●

PHILIP ROGERSON

C A R E E R S
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S C H O O L  D E V E L O P M E N T

S H E R B O R N E  I N
T H E  C O M M U N I T Y

Kids Company, the charity that provides support to
some 17,000 vulnerable children across London, is
busier than ever. Sherborne In The Community

continues to provide vital support to Kids Company through
donations and in particular by providing and maintaining
Sherborne House in Bermondsey, which hosts Kids
Company’s Urban Academy.

The Urban Academy now provides post-16 education and life
skills training to more than 200 young people to help them
move into university, college or employment. Most of them
have been rejected from other educational facilities due to
complex emotional or behavioural needs. Sherborne House is
now well fitted out with modern computing equipment, well-
decorated study rooms and a fully functioning kitchen,
providing skills training and therapy to the young people who
attend.

More broadly, young people from Kids Company have taken
part in a wide range of activities such as the ‘Child Hood – The
Real Event’ exhibition at the Royal Academy in the summer,
and the ‘Gladrags & Handbags’ designer fashion sale in
November. This Christmas Day, about 200 Kids Company
volunteers will host and cook for some 3,500 children and
young people, and provide food and gift parcels to a further
4,000 through an outreach programme.

Sherborne In The Community will continue to work with Kids
Company by ensuring that Sherborne House is available,
secure and well-maintained as well as by providing direct
financial support where possible. Looking ahead, the Trustees
are also examining other charities working with young people
that need our support, and discussing how we can develop
new projects and liaise more closely with the schools in
Sherborne. Any OS who are interested in finding out more
can contact the Trustees via the OSS office.  ●

JAMES NURTON (m 92)

The final phase of the extension and refurbishment of Harper
House was completed for the boys return at the start of the
Michaelmas Term 2012.  Harper now enjoys a light and airy

modern common room along with more single and double rooms and,
very importantly, a Resident Tutor’s flat. 

The Green also benefitted from refurbishment during the summer of

2012. Since its redevelopment in the late 1990’s The Green had been

used each summer holiday by International College students and thus

the accommodation is maximised to excellent effect. However, after

ten years of almost continual use it was time for a rest and to take the

opportunity to remodel the Third Form dormitories in the roof space to

provide more spacious accommodation.

The completion of these two projects means that all Houses have

benefited from substantial refurbishment in the last six to seven years

and offer a similar quality of accommodation whilst retaining their own

unique character.

The former Music School, now known as Abbot’s Acre and which was

originally the Headmaster’s House, was refurbished in the autumn of

2011 to provide modern office and conference facilities. It is now the

home of the Old Shirburnian Society, the Foundation, Marketing and

Admissions. The multi–media meeting room with its high quality video

conferencing facility is widely used by staff and boys for lectures,

interviews, briefing parents, and meetings with others throughout the

world.

The JCR is currently being refurbished to provide an attractive and

modern social space primarily for the Sixth Form. The new JCR, which

will open in January 2013, will include a new café which will be available

for all boys, staff and visitors as well as a bar for the Sixth Form to enjoy

on Saturday nights.

With the success of the new Music School, attention is turning to the

future development of the rest of the northern campus. The School is

full with 600 boys and consideration is being given to the building of a

new boarding house, probably in the northwest corner of the northern

campus. Architects will be appointed shortly to work up plans for a new

house within the context of a wider master plan which will shape the

School’s development over the next 10 to 15 years.  ●

LUCY ROBINS, BURSAR 
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D E S I G N
& T E C H N O L O G Y

IN NOVEMBER 2011 THE UPPER AND
LOWER SIXTH FORM STUDENTS WERE
JOINED BY OUR D&T SCHOLARS IN THE
LOWER SCHOOL FOR A TRIP TO THE
UNIVERSITY OF LONDON. THE
UNIVERSITY HAD ASKED A SERIES OF
SPEAKERS TO TALK TO OUR STUDENTS
ABOUT THEIR CAREERS IN DESIGN.  WITH
THE OLYMPICS STILL RECEIVING
NEGATIVE PRESS COVERAGE OVER
TIMESCALES AND BUDGETS, THE BOYS
LISTENED TO DESIGNERS FROM BARBER
& OSGERBY DISCUSS HOW THEIR DESIGN
OF THE OLYMPIC TORCH EMERGED
FROM CONCEPTUAL RESEARCH: HOW
THE LASER-CUT HOLES WERE A
NECESSARY FEATURE TO CONDUCT
HEAT AWAY FROM THE HANDLE; HOW
THE 8,000 HOLES ALIGN TO CREATE THE
OVERLAPPING OLYMPIC RINGS; AND
HOW THEY WERE FORCED TO WRITE AN
ALGORITHM FOR A CAD FILE TO
CALCULATE THEIR DIMINISHING
DIAMETER AND SPACING AS THEY WERE
ARRANGED DOWN THE TAPERING
HANDLE.

Their talk was captivating and, as they
showed the boys the product development
and allowed them to see the one-off gold-
plated prototype, they were able to see a
different side to the Olympics and a real
insight into the exciting world of product
development. Two of our students changed
their career paths on that day, inspired by

the challenges that these designers faced in
their daily roles and perhaps eager to strive
to become as innovative and inspirational as
the designers that they heard speak.

With our two newly appointed technicians
bringing new skills and new links into the
department, we finally managed to find a
way to gain access to the carbon fibre rotor
fabrication plant at AgustaWestland in
Yeovil.  We have tried for about five years to
take pupils into this high security facility and
the trip certainly didn’t disappoint.  The
students were able to talk to engineers who
understand the subtleties of this technology,
and we were given a complete tour seeing
how the rotors are designed and tested and
how they have developed a quality
assurance system to deliver the very highest
standard of product.  We are exceptionally
grateful for the time and effort that they put
in to help our students understand the
technology they utilise.

All this ‘real world’ technology creates a
motivating foundation upon which our
students can build their aspirations.  The
GCE A2 students were an exceptionally
studious group, all intent on pursuing
creative careers. They had worked to achieve
a solid foundation at AS level and this
enabled them to build an impressive A*-A
rating of 100% at A2.  One student changed
his choice of Engineering Course to
Automotive Engineering after seeing the

work that AgustaWestland were doing. They
were a most enjoyable year-group to teach
and we wish them well in their choice of
studies in diverse but creative fields.  

Change is afoot at Sherborne and we have
been investigating ways in which we can
alter the learning environment I designed
almost ten years ago.  With a great deal of
attention now falling on alternative methods
of teaching, we have started reshaping our
teaching spaces to promote collaborative
learning and our development plan looks to
move our teaching on to these different and
inspiring methodologies. Sherborne is a
most exciting place in which to teach and I
hope that our students feel that it is equally
as exciting to learn here too. ●

PETER CHILLINGWORTH
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C R I C K E T

Whether you are familiar with Lynley
Dodd’s ‘The Other Ark’ or not,
those who witnessed what passed

as the cricket season of 2012 would
recognise its sentiment. Sherborne lies
neither on a mountain, nor is it a large town
and yet the rainfall received this summer
could have done justice to some far
weightier locations. The great shame, aside
from the amount of cricket missed, was that
the squad had shaped up to be one of the
more promising outfits seen on the Upper.
The side of 2011 had set a superb example
with some impressive personal
achievements, and the feeling within the
squad was that these could be equalled, if
not surpassed, with the right application.
Not being good enough to achieve is one
thing, not getting the chance quite another.

Having toured Dubai at Easter with a
skeleton 1st XI squad that suffered due to its
inexperience and youthfulness against far
stronger teams, the return to the UK summer
was welcome. The winter training had gone
well, although some had left intensive
practice perhaps a little too late, and Tim
Pope (f) was appointed captain – well
deserved for a talented, yet self-effacing
young man. The weather obliterated the first
two and a half weeks of term, with six
matches lost to the rain – including the
regional T20 competition at Bryanston. So it
was slightly gingerly that we took to the field
in May against Millfield to start our season.
The bowling showed signs of efficiency and
David Buck (m) unfurled a sublime range of

shots to bring victory, and a personal
hundred, into view. Four overthrows (to
conclude the game) left him high and dry on
98 not out, a disappointing end to a
successful 8 wicket win. 

Marlborough were demolished in front of
the OS Day marquee.  Ed Coulson (m) seized
on anything loose to dominate the
opposition bowlers, finishing on 108. He has
played at a high level, and looked in touch
throughout the summer. Tim Pope’s
increasingly positive 75 not out took us out
of reach and the 135 run victory was well
deserved. 

A rearranged T20 game with Bryanston saw
us score too many to be anything but
winners, with Pope, Coulson and Sale (m)
scoring quickly on a slightly two paced pitch.
With this match played late Friday evening,
the toss at Blundell’s the morning after on a
hot day was deemed by some members of
the team to be quite important. We bowled
poorly before lunch before some wise words
from coach Willows instilled a new sense of
purpose. We were left chasing 257, and this
proved to be achievable thanks to early
Buck-Coulson cameos and a marvellous
century partnership between Pope and Sale. 

This only left Millfield in the T20 regional
play-off before half term, where a lesson in
where to hit bad balls was dealt out. The
opposition would go on to win the
tournament, having defeated us by 39 runs.
At this stage of the season it felt as though
there was so much still to see from the team,
and yet only two more games were

completed: Canford was abandoned half
way through, in what might have been a
closer game than should have been the case.
And Taunton beat us on The Upper,
exposing our difficulty in keeping players off
strike when they are the dominant partner.
The Taunton coach wished us the best of
luck for our last seven matches, but we were
only able to play once: an enjoyable game
against Somerset College, South Africa,
resulted in a 47 run win, after tight bowling
had restricted their run chase. 

I am grateful to the squad for their
wholehearted efforts and the genuine
camaraderie within the team. I hope they
push themselves harder to be more decisive
next summer. The leaving Upper Sixth
should be thanked for their dedication on
behalf of the School over the past five years
– time spent on the cricket field in the exam
term should not go unnoticed. ●

JEREMY PRESTON

S P O R T

A T H L E T I C S

Taking over from Clare
Pemberton this year I was slightly
apprehensive about overseeing

Athletics.  However, she had left a well-
oiled ship for both Tom Scott and me to
steer and the boys themselves have
worked hard this season, both at
matches and during training. A few
athletes entered a new event held at
Bath University in January of this year.
The British Schools’ Modern Biathlon 
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B A S K E T B A L L

The basketball club operated with
somewhat reduced numbers this
year compared to previous seasons,

although it still managed to put out a first
team against almost all our usual
adversaries. The season certainly had its ups
and downs: after an easy 60-20 win against
Sturminster Newton High School, the team
were full of confidence when they travelled
to Taunton School, only to be greeted by
two new tall forwards dunking in the warm-
up. The final score of 106-24 could certainly
have been improved upon had the team not
been so awed by these two boys’
showmanship before the match. The fixture
against the International College provided
the closest battle, and the lead changed
hands regularly throughout the game, with
the boys emerging victorious 38-37 when
the final whistle was blown. 

King’s Bruton put up a good fight, but
couldn’t quite match Sherborne for pace in
the end, and 45-40 was a good win.
Winchester and Marlborough proved too
strong this year, and, pleasingly (for the boys
at least), they managed to defeat the Bow
House side by 50-47. 

Jason Choi (a) was awarded senior colours
for his role captaining the side, and he was
also top scorer for the club over the 
season. ●

BEN RYDER

Semi-Final Championships
includes a run and a swim
of varying lengths 
depending on age.  For Tom
Hole (b), Harry Lane (b) and
Harry Hudson (g) this was a
50m swim and a 1km run.
They all did a great job on
the day and Tom and Harry Lane
qualified for the final held in March at
Crystal Palace in London.  They
competed well in the final with Tom
coming in 15th and Harry 23rd, both
personal bests.

With a turnout of eight
schools competing for the
Lutra Shield at Yeovil
Athletics Stadium at the start
of the season, and the sun
shining for a change, we
saw some excellent
performances from a
number of boys.  Tom Lewis (a) ran in
two age groups higher than his own and
just missed out on a new School record
by a tenth of a second; he came third in
his race for the 400m.  A number of boys
came first in their event but it was not
enough to see off the might of Millfield,
and in the end we came fourth behind
Millfield, Taunton and Dauntsey’s.  

Harry Lane managed to break the
School record for the 2,000m
steeplechase which had stood since
1986.  Throughout the season, running

for the School, Yeovil men’s
team and the county, he
managed to wipe off more
than 30 seconds with a new
record time of 6min
20.95sec. Thirteen athletes
qualified to represent North
Dorset at the Dorset

Schools’ Championships, with Tom
Lewis (400m) becoming county
champion in his event.  

The weather was awful and many events
were cancelled but the boys competed
hard against the rest of the county.  This

meant that five athletes:
Tom Hole (400m hurdles,
200m), Will Neish (d)(discus),
Oli Roberts (m) (high jump),
Harry Lane (2,000m
steeplechase) and Tom
Lewis (400m) qualified to go
on to represent Dorset at

South West Level.  From there, Tom
Lewis was selected to compete for the
Dorset National team at the final in
Gateshead. Again the weather was not
kind and Tom had a tough field of
competitors.  Despite this, he competed
well and came fifth in his heat.  

On Sports Day the U15 competition was
won by The Green, the U17 by The
Digby and the U20 by Abbey House.
Overall the joint winners were The
Green and The Digby. ●

VICTORIA O’GORMAN Ja
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S A I L I N G

This season has been a bit of a mixed bag.
Highlights were coming sixth in the BSDRA
Midlands League against very strong teams,

and second in the Silver Fleet at the Itchenor School
Week, for which Hugo Slawson (e) and Charles Van
Grutten (g) are to be congratulated. Matches
against Clifton, Millfield and Clayesmore were also
pleasing wins.

We did not do so well in the Southern BSDRA when
we entered two teams. The junior team was
inexperienced against strong competition but the
senior team did not do themselves justice at all.
The BSDRA finals were held at Bough Beech when
unfortunately we came last against the strongest
sailing schools in the UK and Ireland.  But the team,
who were almost exclusively juniors, will put that
down to experience and are sure to do better in
future years. I have been very pleased by the
enthusiasm of the team and the number of keen
Third Formers anxious to sail; I am only sorry that
the weather has not allowed them to sail as much as
they or I would have liked.   ●

CHRIS HAMON

R U G B Y  F I V E S

This has been an enjoyable year on the Fives
courts and Jamie Smart (c) and Ed Dance (f)
have represented the School in seven senior

matches, playing some excellent shots and
improving on their individual skills.  The home and
away games against King’s Bruton were particularly
hard fought, winning on the home courts, and
narrowly losing away.  Jamie and Ed were
supported in training by Freddie Pilkington (f) and
Fred Drake (f) who also played in a number of
matches with a very positive and sporting approach,
helping to secure the win against King’s Bruton.
There were other very close games against tough
opposition; the match against the Wessex Club was
a particular highlight with Sherborne losing by just
one point, 133 to 134!

Sherborne once again hosted the Colquhoun
Schools’ Tournament with both senior and junior
boys representing the School.  Smart came away
with silverware, producing an impressive win in the
Open Plate singles competition. In the lower school
we have had almost twenty players on court each
week and this has resulted in busy and fun training
sessions, and some excellent games against other
schools.  

Thirteen players in total represented the School in
junior matches against Kelly College, Blundell’s,
Marlborough and Winchester.  We are not yet able
to compete equally against schools like Winchester,
although Charlie Kinnear (m) won his singles match
and, along with Ed Guinness (b), won two of their
four doubles matches.  It has been exciting to see
so many enjoying the game and a number
improving significantly. There is much promise in
the Third and Fourth forms for the years ahead. ●

NICK SCORER (m00)

S Q U A S H

In the Michaelmas term we had
some tough matches against
Bryanston and Millfield, which

did not go our way. In the
U19 Boys Schools’ National
Tournament we were unlucky on
two occasions, losing narrowly
to Bishop Wordsworth’s and
Winchester by 3 games to 2.  Both
of these matches could have gone
either way and, with a bit more
luck on Sherborne’s side, we could
have won them both and
ultimately gone further in the
tournament.

In January we participated in the
annual Roehampton Schools’
Tournament.  Sherborne were
drawn against Trinity School, KCS
Wimbledon and Marlborough.  In
a tight group we eventually came
third and finished fifth overall.  The
boys had a great day and played
four matches in a six hour period.

February and March were again
tough but a marvellous 4-1 win
against Millfield on home territory
seemed to lift the team.  They also
played matches against The
Jesters and the Sherborne
Pilgrims: both matches were well
mannered and fun, and served to
show that age will always play a
major factor in squash, proving
that one can be both old and
crafty!   ●

GARY SHACKLE

S W I M M I N G

This year’s highlight has
been the breaking of ten
School records, a truly

remarkable achievement. These
were broken throughout the year
at various galas and included
relays as well as individual races.

Dan MacDonald (c) has been an
enthusiastic team captain and an
inspiration to the younger
members of the squad.  He also
led his house to victory in the Inter
House gala when The Green won
both the senior and overall cups,
whilst School House scooped the
junior cup.

We were pleased to welcome a
new swimming coach from the
start of the Trinity Term, Mark
Rawle, who is also head coach of
Yeovil and District Swimming Club.
He has worked hard to encourage
the boys with their speed and
technique; whilst Brian Higgins,
Aquatics Manager of the Sports
Centre, continues to play an
important part with training and 23
boys completed their Bronze
Medal Lifesaving Certificate under
his guidance this year. ●

LUCY MCMILLAN
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R U G B Y

with the prospect of another home fixture in
the last 16 against Marlborough.

The U15s had a good start with an away win,
but a narrow home defeat to Thomas
Hardye’s saw them enter the Vase. They have
had two good wins and completed the term
with a fantastic 50-10 win over Canford. This
now puts them into round six of the Vase
against Perins School, after the Christmas
break.

The second half of the term started with an
excellent opportunity for the 1st XV to play a
floodlight game at Bath’s Recreation Ground
as a warm-up to Bath United’s fixture against
Harlequins. This game provided an
opportunity for some of the Colts and 2nd
XV boys who had been playing well to come
into a larger than normal squad. The game
against Prior Park was won and seven Colts
represented the 1st XV for the last 20
minutes of the game and withstood the task
admirably. 

At Bryanston, the 1st XV suffered their
heaviest defeat of the season (32-5), and the
Colts lost their unbeaten record, but the
Junior Colts turned around a 70 point deficit
from last season’s game at Mini-Colts level
to win their game with a last minute
conversion. The fixture against Downside
went well across the board with the result of
the day going to the 2nd XV who beat
Downside 1st XV away. The mid-week fixture
against Canford suffered some casualties as
the rain saw a number of cancellations, but
there were good wins for the 1st and 2nd XV. 

As we entered the final two weekends, the
School was struck down by a strain of
enterovirus which brought the season to a
premature end with the fixtures against
Clifton and King’s Taunton both necessarily
cancelled. 

The final action of the term saw a very
competitive House competition move to the
last Saturday with all Houses putting out
teams at U14, U15, U16 and senior levels.
The games were all fiercely fought and the
level of rugby on display was of the highest
standard. The competitions were won by
Abbeylands (3rd Form), The Digby (4th
Form), The Green (5th Form) and The Digby
(Seniors).

The victories in the Daily Mail Cup ensure
that the XV’s season will continue into the
Lent Term. With a heavy 7’s and 10’s
schedule in place there is still a great deal of
rugby to be played. ●

DAVID MUCKALT

Upon accepting the post as Head of
Rugby at Sherborne, I was quickly
made aware of the level of

expectation for this year’s 1st XV. Having
spoken to the coaches before the season
started, I was conscious that rugby at
Sherborne was going well, but I felt that
there was a problem with the belief within
the School when it came to a couple of the
bigger fixtures. With this in mind, I set about
identifying the aims and expectations from
the coaching staff and added the squad’s
targets to the list for the season. 

A less than ideal pre-season programme was
arranged, which would involve training and
two fixtures in a four day period. The first
two fixtures against Peterhouse School
(Zimbabwe) and Blundell’s at 1st XV and 2nd
XV level went well with three wins from the
three games.

One area that we had targeted for the
season was to become a much more
physical team, especially in defence and at
the breakdowns. The early indications were
that both senior squads were very keen to
buy into this as we sought to add an extra
dimension to our play and surprise teams
who undoubtedly would expect us to run the
ball from everywhere.

The first block of the season saw the School
put out 21 teams against Radley. This in itself
is a fantastic indication of the state of the
game at Sherborne and it is to the credit of
all the masters and coaches involved in
rugby at Sherborne that we have so 
many boys keen to play in the Sherborne
blue shirt. The state of rugby in some of the
schools we play is certainly not as vibrant, as
this remains the only weekend that we have
been able to get fixtures for so many teams,

despite doubling and occasionally trebling
up on schools on some weekends.

The first weekend would set a trend for the
1st XV which was to result in a very difficult
first half of the term. A narrow defeat (25-20)
along with three injuries would become the
norm. The second weekend resulted in two
in the hospital before half time and a late
penalty try which saw us lose our second
game by 10 points. By half term we had lost
narrowly to Marlborough (9 points), Millfield
(6 points) and Cheltenham (3 points). We
played our last fixture away at Wellington
and awarded 1st XV shirts to our 28th and
29th players.

Whilst the 1st XV experienced the worst
possible start to the season, the 2nd XV went
six games unbeaten before losing narrowly
to Wellington; the Colts went unbeaten; the
Junior Colts were making great progress
and were to produce the result of the season
to date in their game against Bryanston. This
season’s Mini-Colts have made a very
positive start. They have a good balance of
size and skills, and got to half-term having
lost only one match.

Entering the Daily Mail Cup at U18 level for
the first time provided the 1st XV with a
welcome rest from our traditional weekend
fixture list. With a bye through to round
three, the 1st XV entered the cup with a
victory at Thomas Hardye School followed
by a fourth round victory over one of our
oldest friends, Downside. The 1st XV then
had a difficult game away to Beechen Cliff
School in Bath but a fantastic first 35 minutes
saw us race into a 30 point lead and a
comfortable victory, guaranteeing a home
fixture in the last 32. This fixture will be
against Bishop Wordsworth’s in January, 
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F O O T B A L L

This year’s style of play promised to be quite different with
competition for places at its fiercest in midfield and attack.
Some outstanding results were recorded despite early

setbacks away at The Oratory and at home to Beechen Cliff, and the
highlights included a 3-0 win against Millfield, a 5-2 victory versus
Radley, a 3-1 win in the local derby with The Gryphon and the
remarkable 4-3 turnaround away at Marlborough having been 0-3
down with just 30 minutes left to play.  It was fitting that the season
ended with another 4-3 win at home to Clifton and the final tally was
9 wins, 3 draws and 2 losses making this the most successful season
that any Sherborne football team has ever achieved. ●

ANDY NURTON (m 95)

The pre-season matches against Yeovil
and Sherborne Hockey Club and
Bradfield  boded well for the team.

Ed Matts (c) as captain in his final year at
Sherborne and his fourth season in the 1st XI,
was to be the major source of goals.  

The first School match was against King
Edward’s, Bath, who are always dogged
opponents and make winning difficult but
Sherborne won 3-1 with goals from Matts (2)
and a ‘wonder’ reverse stick effort from Jack
Humphrey (f). The new midfield of
Humphrey, Bertie and Isles proved too
dominant for Clayesmore, and Ed Matts
scored four goals as Sherborne ran riot
winning 11-0 in a shortened second half. 

The Dorset Cup against Bryanston proved a
sterner test; in a shortened game the end
result was drawn 1-1. The final against
Canford was a cracking game of hockey in
difficult conditions as the pitch began to
freeze, but Canford capitalised on a slip in
the Sherborne defence to secure the title
with the only goal of the game. The School
fixture against Canford a week later was
disappointing given that Sherborne scored
first through Ed Matts but they were unable
to push the advantage home. The King’s
Taunton fixture was lost to snow and ice, as
was Millfield. The next game was against

Bryanston when Sherborne dominated the
game early on scoring twice through Ed
Matts to secure the 2-1 win.  Taunton gave
Sherborne, who were never in the game, a
lesson in how to pass the ball and the final 0-
4 result was credit to a very talented and well
organised Taunton team. 

Sherborne played wonderful hockey against
Clifton and won the possessional, territorial
style game but lost the match 2-5. Henry
Chadwick (b) was outstanding as left
defender and deserved the man-of-the-
match award and his 1st XI colours.  The
traditional Pilgrims Sunday saw the School
run out 7-4 winners in what has become a
great exhibition of attacking hockey from
both past and present players.

The season’s finale is the Bath Hockey
Festival where Sherborne play four matches
over a long weekend. The first match saw a
0-4 defeat by Ardingly, but the next day
Sherborne recovered their composure and
dispatched a young King’s Wimbledon team
9-2 with fast, flowing hockey. The second
game of the day was the ‘best game of the
festival’ according to some. Framlingham
College, unbeaten, and Sherborne went toe-
to-toe in an ultra-competitive match of the
highest quality resulting in a 5-5 draw. ●

ROB HILL

G O L F

This is the final episode of writing
for fifteen years on golf in the
School.   As ever the difficulties

for the master i/c golf never change.
When is the School able to put out its
strongest team? No matter; it does
mean that more boys are able to
represent the School and to improve
their match play skills.

The most encouraging thing is that the
numbers playing golf in the School are
increasing, especially in the Michaelmas
and Trinity terms.   With over twenty
boys - not including the best team
players - playing regularly at Sherborne
Golf Club - enthusiasm is high.   The
School does not boast any single
handicap players at the moment - gone
are the days of Gordon Curtis (f),
Charlie Cooke (f). Robbie Busher (a) and
Jos Pralle (g) - but there will be many
more who will play for the OSGS and
reap the benefit of golf being played in
the best spirit and on the most
wonderful courses.

The usual matches were played against
Canford and Milton Abbey (twice), the
OSGS, the Parents and Bow House.
Radley and Blundell’s were played at
Burnham.

It is with the greatest of pleasure that I
hand over the golf baton once again to
Patrick Francis to take the School into
the next few years.  ●

MIKE CLEAVER

H O C K E Y

T E N N I S

An excellent term’s tennis saw the 1st VI win against four schools to whom they had lost
last year.  This was not down to improved technical ability compared to last year’s team,
but to pure grit and determination. Indeed, in many cases we were outplayed on the

technical front but not on the match-playing which saw Tom Smith (a) and Alex Warren (c) win
some nail-bitingly close encounters, saving match points along the way.  Two other players who
narrowly saw through some very important wins were William Cunningham (a) and Hugo
Howarth (c).  Were it not for their efforts, our win-loss ratio would have looked considerably less
healthy. Throughout the season Vitaly Gan (a) rose to the challenge of being captain and
handled the role with authority and passion.  Never before had I seen him so physically fit and
prepared for a season, and it is also due to his leadership that the other players were willing to
go that extra mile in their performances.  

Partnering Rory Kesley (a) at first pair, they pulled out a monumental opening victory against
their opposite number from Millfield, the first time in recent memory that a Sherborne
partnership had won such a head to head. It was an excellent term overall: full of thrills and spills
with a fighting spirit that did the boys proud. ●

KESTER JACKSON
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A L A N  T U R I N G

BY JOHN TURING

Taken from an article published in The
Shirburnian, March 1980.

Alan was my younger brother and four
years my junior. He was a
mathematical genius. He was also a

founding father of computing science, a
Fellow of the Royal Society, a marathon
runner of Olympic standard and an eccentric
of outsize proportions. In addition, during
the war years, which he spent at Bletchley, he
was one of the principal architects of the
system of decoding enemy signals.  I may as
well say at once that I made no contribution
to any of these multifarious activities, with
one notable exception. I so much hated life
at Marlborough College that I persuaded my
parents that it was not the place for Alan and
it was for this reason that he was sent to
Sherborne.  

We both went to the same prep school
where there was a splendid master by the
name of Blenkins. I suspect that he was not
too bright and, being able to sympathise
with slow learners, he was an excellent
teacher. He could even explain the mystic
algebraic symbol x to the dimmest, but his
explanation infuriated Alan. ‘Absolute
rubbish’ said Alan, ‘he doesn’t know what he
is talking about’. He would then expound to
me the true nature of x at great length. I
preferred Blenkins’ version.

At the time that Alan was due to start his first
term at Westcott House my parents were
living in Dinard.  Consequently we boys used
to commute between St Malo and
Southampton on the Channel ferry.  When
Alan arrived at Southampton to start his first
term, the General Strike of 1926 had started
but he was quite equal to the occasion. He
sent a telegram to his prospective
housemaster, Mr O’Hanlon, to say that he
would be arriving on the following day and
then sped off on his bicycle, putting up at
the Crown Hotel, Blandford, for the night en
route.  (He was charged 5/6 plus 6d tip for
dinner, bed and breakfast. My mother says
6/- but I feel sure Alan left a 6d tip.)

In after years when Alan’s bad reports,
slovenly habits and unconventional
behaviour had tried Mr O’Hanlon to the
uttermost, he would remind himself of Alan’s

arrival during the General Strike by way of
consolation. But at the end of the
Michaelmas term, 1927, even the mild and
understanding Mr O’Hanlon allowed his
exasperation to spill over into Alan’s report:-

‘No doubt he is very aggravating: and he
should know by now that I don’t care to find
him boiling heaven knows what witches’
brew by the aid of two guttering candles on
a naked window sill. However, he has
behaved very cheerfully, and undoubtedly
has taken more trouble with physical
training.’

Comments of this kind - and far worse from
some form masters - made no impression
whatever on Alan.  My mother, however, was
constrained to suppress every report until
my father had been fortified by breakfast
and a couple of pipes.  Alan would then be
given a lecture in father’s study.  His only
recorded comments were ‘Daddy should see
some of the other boys’ reports.’  Personally
I found it a good time to be out of the house.

Alan’s scientific experiments were not
confined to Westcott. When we were still
living in Dinard he spent one entire Easter
holiday brewing up seaweed in the cellar of
our home and finally distilled a few drops of
iodine which he took back to show the
science master. 

And after we had moved to a small house in
Guildford, he became interested in Mendel’s
genetic theory. He accordingly imported
into the house a number of test tubes
containing morsels of banana and numerous
banana flies. The great merit (if it can be so
called) of the banana fly is that it breeds
several generations a day and is therefore
ideal for the study of genetics. Unfortunately
Alan, with his usual carelessness, let banana
flies loose and they proceeded to breed with
abandon all over the house. It was weeks
before we got rid of those abominable flies. 

When Alan was due to take the School
Certificate examination, he read Hamlet in
the holidays. My father was delighted when
Alan placed the volume on the floor and
remarked ‘Well, there’s one line I like in this
play’. My father could already see a
burgeoning interest in English literature, but
his hopes were dashed when Alan replied
that he was referring to the final stage
direction (Exeunt, bearing off the bodies).
And he was about sixteen when the maths
master said he had taught him all that he
knew and he would have to go on from there
on his own. My father and I were both
stunned by this intelligence.

Alan left Sherborne in December 1930 with a
scholarship at King’s College, Cambridge.  In
March 1933, at the age of 22, he was made a
Fellow.  In 1936 he won the coveted Smith’s
prize. His thesis was ‘The Gaussian Error
Function’, whatever that might be. I clearly
remember that my mother and I spent two
hours on hands and knees getting the sheets
in the right order. My mother did them all up
in a parcel and Alan departed to the main
post office with just ten minutes to spare. 

Alan’s eccentricities continued throughout
his life. Before the outbreak of war he
invested in some silver ingots just in case 
there should be a German occupation. He
took them to some remote country place,
pushing them along in an ancient
perambulator. Having buried them he drew
a map so that he could find them after the
war, and at that point he enlisted the help of
his friend Donald Michie (later Professor 

A R T I C L E S

‘Drawing by Mrs Turing, mother of John and Alan Turing
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Michie of Edinburgh University) to find this
hidden treasure but it never was found. 

At Bletchley, where Alan was known as ‘the
Prof, he used to bicycle to and from work
and in the summer he would wear his civilian
gas mask to ward off hay fever. This
apparition caused consternation to others
on the road. Some would search the skies
for enemy aircraft and others would don
their gas masks just to be on the safe side. It
was again at Bletchley that for some reason
Alan was attached to an army unit for a
week, where he was treated with that brand
of tolerant amusement which the armed
forces reserve for boffins, but when he heard
that there was to be a cross-country race he
asked modestly if he could join in. The
request was granted; all in the Mess looked
forward eagerly to the Prof trailing in well
behind the rest but of course Alan came in
three minutes before anyone else, so as
practical jokes go I think it was fair enough.

If I seem to have dwelt too much on Alan’s
idiosyncrasies, it is because these were, to
me, the essential Alan but to many who saw
a different side of him he is remembered
more for his modesty, his generosity and his
kindness. I think I cannot do better than to
quote from Mr O’Hanlon’s notice in the
Shirburnian after Alan’s sad death in
June 1954:-

“For those who knew him here, the
memory is of an even-tempered,
lovable character with an impish
sense of humour and a modesty
proof against all achievement. In all
his preoccupation with logic,
mathematics and science he never
lost the common touch; in a short
life he accomplished much, and to
the roll of great names in the
history of his particular studies
added his own”.

M A T T  B L A M E Y

THE BOY WHO SHARED A STUDY 
WITH ALAN TURING

‘In person he is less untidy: in his study he is
such that were I with him he would be daily
belaboured’ wrote Geoffrey O’Hanlon on
Alan Turing’s school report at the end of
Summer Term 1928. The unfortunate boy
who did share a study at Westcott House
with Alan Turing was Matthew Blamey.

Matt, who was born in 1911, had arrived at
Sherborne in September 1925, two terms
ahead of Alan Turing.

Matthew Blamey, now aged 101 and living in
a residential home on his adopted island of
Guernsey, is a good-natured, generous and
kind man whose father sent him to
Sherborne because the Headmaster of his
Prep School told him ‘You can’t do better
than Sherborne.’

When interviewed about his time at
Sherborne School, Matt recalls an initiation
ceremony for new boys at Westcott House
that involved standing on a chair and singing
a song to the rest of the House. Matt’s
rendition of ‘She’ll be Coming Round the
Mountain’ was clearly not very good and he
was prodded by the Head Prefect to shut up
and allow the next boy to perform.  

The Westcott House photographs show a
neat and gentle boy who only won a boxing
medal because his third and final opponent
was off sick on the day of their fight.
Geoffrey O’Hanlon, Housemaster of
Westcott, obviously had a high opinion of
Matt and asked him to share a study with
Alan Turing in the hope that he would help
organise Alan and interest him in a wider
range of subjects than just mathematics and
science.  Today, Matt admits he failed!

The study that Matt and Alan shared was on
the ground floor of Westcott House
overlooking Horsecastles.  Matt remembers
that it was furnished with a large table and
two chairs, to which he added a rug
borrowed from his mother and an armchair
purchased from the previous occupant.  

Matt tried to do what O’Hanlon had asked of
him, reminding Alan that it was time for
Chapel and taking him to Canon Eperson’s

Westcott House photo 1929. Matt Blamey on the far left-hand
side of the back row and Alan Turing is on the far right-hand side
of the middle row.  Mr O’Hanlon sits in the front row with his dog.

Photo taken 19 Jan 2011

VISITING THE OSS OFFICE
It is always a great pleasure to welcome OS

and friends to the School, but, as a result of

our move this year to Abbots Acre, please be

sure to contact us in advance of your intended

visit in order that we may give you the

necessary directions and also ensure that

there will be someone there to greet you. All

our contact details remain unchanged.

OSS CHARITABLE TRUST
The OSS Charitable Trust continues to award

bursaries to the sons of Old Shirburnians.

Details and application forms are available

from the OSS Hon Treasurer, Robin Brown at

robjen.brown@btinternet.com The Trust has

been greatly helped over the years by generous

bequests and we remain indebted to our many

supporters who have kindly left a legacy to the

Trust thus enabling sons of OS to follow in

their fathers’ footsteps. The OSS Committee

advises that, if you would like to leave a legacy

to this worthwhile cause, the following

wording is suggested: ‘I give free of all tax and

duty to the Old Shirburnian Society

Charitable Trust 1975 (Charity No. 271592)

the sum of £… (…..... pounds) and declare that

a receipt from the Treasurer or other proper

officer of the said charitable body for such gift

shall be a sufficient discharge to my Trustees

who shall not be bound to see the application

thereof.’ 
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S H E R B O R N E  O L M Y P I A N S

During the last 88 years four former pupils and two members of staff have competed at
the Olympic Games. The first distinguished Old Shirburnian was Hyla Bristow Stallard
(g 19). After leaving School and while studying as a medical student, he competed at

the 1924 Olympic Games in Paris in the 800 metres, in which he came fourth, and the mile, in
which he came third winning a bronze medal. His achievements in the mile were made even
more amazing by an alarming discovery at the finish line when he collapsed and lost
consciousness at the tape: it was discovered that, unbeknown to anyone, he had run the race
with a broken foot.

S t a l l a r d ’ s
achievements at the
1924 Olympic Games
even became the basis
for an iconic sporting
film when he was

portrayed in the 1981 film Chariots of Fire by
the actor Daniel Gerroll.  His achievements
gave him national coverage, in the April 1932
edition of the Windsor Magazine in which he
was named as one of the greatest middle
distance runners England had produced.

He became a distinguished eye surgeon and
president of the Ophthalmological Society
and today the bronze medal he won at the
1924 Games remains on display at the Royal
College of Ophthalmologists.  A comment
made by Stallard’s former housemaster may
hold the clue to his sporting talent: ‘Stallard’s
virility as a runner and as a prefect is
exceptional.  Why? Partly at any rate because
he believes in the manly old-fashioned tonic
of the English Gentleman – a cold bath, even
in the holidays.’

Other notable Old Shirburnians who
competed include Lawrence Bond (c 24) who
competed in the men’s pole vault tournament
at the 1928 Olympic Games in Amsterdam.
He was so successful that he held the English
pole vault record from 1928 to 1935.

In 1952 it was Chris Chataway’s (d 49) turn to
appear on the sporting scene.  He competed
in the 5,000 metres at the Helsinki Games
when he came fifth. He then took part in the
same race at the Melbourne Olympics in
1956, this time finishing in 11th place.  In 1954,
he became the very first winner of the BBC
accolade of Sports Personality of the Year,
which was followed soon afterwards by his
breaking of the world record in 1955 for
running three miles.  Chataway swapped
sports for politics, becoming a Conservative
MP, and since 1990 has been President of the
Commonwealth Games Council. He was
knighted in 1995.

Guernsey-born Tom Fox (b 46), alongside
Chataway, also took part in the 1952 and 1956
Olympic Games, but in his case competed in
the single scull rowing competition, in which
he came fourth and ninth respectively.  Fox
also pursued a medical career path and went
on to join his family’s general medical practice
in Guernsey with his father, brother and uncle.
He retired to Cornwall in 1989 and died
in 2010.

The success of Old Shirburnian students has
been echoed by two former staff members at
the School. Micky Walford, who taught at
Sherborne from 1928 to 1977, won a silver
medal as part of the field hockey team at the
1948 London Olympic Games. And more
recently Rob Hill, former assistant director of
sport, was part of the field hockey team at the
1992 Olympic Games in Barcelona.

The School’s involvement at the Olympic
Games has continued into the present day.
International eventing rider, Andrew
Heffernan (m 73), was part of the Dutch
equestrian team.  The Netherlands came 11th
in the final with Heffernan competing on his
horse Mill Thyme Corolla.

And finally, two brothers also appeared in
supporting roles during the London Games.
The Reverend Andrew Wingfield Digby (h 69)
was named as the official chaplain to the
Olympics, a post he also held at previous
Olympic Games. His brother Nicholas
Wingfield Digby (h 67) also contributed as the
official veterinary surgeon for the Games. ●

RACHEL HASSALL, SCHOOL ARCHIVIST

Gramophone Society where they
listened to records, but he recalls
that Turing remained unmoved,
considering it ‘just music’, and was
only stirred by one recording by the
Italian tenor Enrico Caruso.  Alan
remained untidy and disorganised,
leaving his papers strewn across the
shared desk in their study.

After Matt left Sherborne in
December 1929 he and Alan kept in
touch, writing letters until the
outbreak of the Second World War
made communication difficult, but he
continued to follow Alan’s career and
was as surprised as everyone else
when it was revealed that he had
worked at Bletchley Park and played
such an important role in cracking the
Enigma code.

Today, Matt is still very proud that he
is the boy who once shared a study
with Alan Turing. ●

RACHEL HASSALL, SCHOOL ARCHIVIST

Westcott House. Alan and Matt’s study was the
third window on the right on the ground floor.

Stallard in 1926

Andrew Heffernan
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In six months off between
completing his studies and
commencing his training

with a city law firm, James Moubray, who
took up cycling to ride from John O’Groats
to Land’s End for the 2004 Lent Project,
cycled from London to Istanbul… and back.

Inspired by the works of Patrick Leigh
Fermor and his own undergraduate degree,
much of which was spent studying crusaders
who took markedly similar routes to the
Bosporus, and eager not to let his time off
go to waste, James determined that his first
visit to Istanbul should be a memorable one.

Setting off in early April with a somewhat
foolhardy lack of preparation, a resolve to
get fit on the job and a 1.2kg tent crammed
into his left pannier, the first challenge came
on the Franco-Belgian border where he
bedded down for the first evening and
spent an uncomfortable night in
temperatures touching minus six.  After that
the tent was stowed away and didn’t re-
emerge until Formia, in southern Italy in
early June!

Accommodation after that first evening was
sourced in increasingly innovative ways, ‘I
used the website CouchSurfing.org (an
online global community offering places to
stay for free) a lot. You meet all sorts of
wonderful and bizarre people when you’re
staying in the homes of complete strangers.
One man in south-eastern France invited me
to stay, but warned me that his girlfriend
was due to give birth that week!’ said
James, who also mentioned staying with his
girlfriend’s father’s Hungarian business
associate’s son’s nanny’s mother (who spoke

no English), with fellow OS Alex Murray (f
06), in Budapest as another indicative
example of the lengths to which he went to
avoid further freezing nights in his tent.

Despite having a bike custom-built for the
trip, the rest of James’ equipment was
relatively low-tech. Relying mainly on
Google Maps via a smart phone, he also
used printed maps to navigate non-EU
regions where data was costlier to access.

Though he encountered his fair share of
setbacks while travelling, including jammed
gears, missing a ferry, endless punctures
and his fair share of rain – ‘It rained
constantly from Aachen to Vienna which was
soul-destroying at times’ - the stunning
scenery more than compensated, with
Serbia, Greece, Umbria and the Alps being
picked out as particular highs.

His biggest worry was the possibility of
facing friends and family in the event of a
premature return: ‘Having told everyone I
knew that I was going to cycle 5,000 miles, I
was petrified my bike might be stolen. I
carried three locks with me to begin with
and barely let it out of my sight.’

While his route to Istanbul was planned in
advance to a tight schedule to coincide with
his teacher father’s half-term, his return
journey gave him a chance for ‘more of a
holiday’, with Istanbul replaced as his focus
by a desire to make his trip something of a
latter-day grand tour and work on his fitness
in preparation for crossing the Alps.  This

leg of the trip incorporated
visits to the site of ancient Troy,
Lesbos, Athens (where his visit

coincided with the Olympic torch handover),
Corinth, Pompeii and Rome, as well as a
number of visits from friends and family.

As his adventure progressed, James noticed
his capacity to cover ever increasing
distances rising above anything he had
anticipated and his heightened levels of
fitness were tested when he reached the
Alps, where he pitted himself against some
of the great climbs of the Tour de France.
One day saw him ride the 275km between
Menaggio, on Lake Como, and Veysonnaz in
the canton of Valais in Switzerland and
included perhaps the toughest climb of the
trip – a near 50km climb over the Passo della
Novena which had then only recently been
opened and was still covered in some
twenty feet of snow in places.

Three days later he tackled the Col du
Galibier and Alpe d’Huez after which it was
on to Paris – ‘where bike rides should end’ –
after a detour along the Loire where, in one
final effort to explore the limits of his
capacity, he rode 404km in a day, one
record he confesses having no desire to
break.

James admits the trip exceeded all his
expectations and, though it already feels a
long time ago, he has many memories and a
bank of some 2,500 photographs.  Plans are
afoot for further (albeit shorter) rides and
this time he hopes to have other OS along
for company. ●

JAMES MOUBRAY (d 06)

LONDON - ISTANBUL - PARIS

A GRAND TOUR

1. The Alps, 25km from Grenoble

2. I’d found out a week before that the handover ceremony would be happening while I was in Athens, but the flags and flame on the Acropolis was a real bonus.  
One imagines the Union flag (even if it was upside down!) and the Olympic flame will only spend one day together on the Acropolis in my life time so that was very special.

3. In front of Hagia Sophia in Istanbul

1. 2. 3.
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JAZZ AT SHERBORNE

On visiting the School website
recently I was delighted to find
that the School has a swing/jazz

band and I thought a little history may
be of interest.

In 1955, I became interested in
‘Traditional Jazz’ and mooted the idea
of forming a School Jazz Band. All hell
broke loose! I was thrown out of the
School Orchestra and Band. I was barred
from the Music School and summoned
to the Headmaster’s study. Robert
Powell informed me that the idea of a
School Jazz Band was totally
unacceptable: indeed, the Director of
Music, Bird Ferry, had threatened to
resign if any such a thing were
contemplated.

That evening I was sent for by my
Housemaster. Having changed into my
thickest pair of underpants, I presented
myself to the late and great A B Gourlay
(Uncle!)  But instead of the thrashing I
was expecting, he told me he was aware
of what had passed between the ‘Chief’
and myself.  However, there was nothing
stopping me from forming a School
House Jazz Band if I could find
appropriate musicians.  He was willing to
allocate a top floor dormitory as a
practice room and permit a performance
at the end of term concert.  The line-up
was as follows: trumpet (me), trombone,
clarinet, banjo, piano, snare drum, bass
drum and ‘cello in place of a double
bass - names have been withheld to
protect the innocent!

I then proceeded to transcribe onto
manuscript music, note by note, the
following tracks from a recording of the
Chris Barber Jazz Band at the Royal
Festival Hall. ‘It’s Tight Like That’, ‘The
Rock Island Line’ and ‘The Saints’. (I still
have that EP in my collection.)  The result
sounded nothing remotely like Chris
Barber!  Nevertheless, we soldiered on
and gave a half-decent performance at
the end of term concert to a rapturous
reception. And so was born Jazz at
Sherborne School. I wonder if there is
anyone still living who remembers that
momentous event?

It was perhaps fortunate that I left
School at the end of that term
(Michaelmas 1955) to join the Royal Air
Force where, together with the late Tim
Mermagen (b 56) we formed the first
RAF College Cranwell Jazz Band. ●

PETER TAME (a 55)

THE DIGBY

THE NEWS THAT THE SCHOOL IS PLANNING TO CREATE A NEW
BOARDING HOUSE PROMPTS MANY RECOLLECTIONS OF THE
TIME WHEN THE LAST ‘NEW’ HOUSE CAME INTO BEING.  BY 1960
IT HAD BEEN DECIDED THAT THE SCHOOL NEEDED EXTRA
ACCOMMODATION, AND THUS A NEW BOARDING HOUSE;
EVENTUALLY THIS WAS TO BECOME THE DIGBY.

Few will know that it was very nearly not The
Digby at all.  It was originally intended to
build an entirely new house, which was to be
located at the southern end of the property
now occupied by The Green. A distinguished
London architect was appointed and I was
designated as the housemaster.  Working
closely together, we reached the point
where every last detail had been considered
and provided for – such as ensuring that the
main passage was long enough to provide
72 hooks for boys’ overcoats, that the linen
room accommodated 72 separate
compartments (in those days, boys were
required to supply their own linen) and that
the kitchen quarters would be equal to all
requirements (the idea of central feeding
was not to be implemented for another
twelve years).

When all was complete, the plans were
costed.  It transpired that the overall cost
would require considerably more than the
maximum that the Governors were prepared
to spend.  So it was a case of ‘back to the
drawing board’ to see how costs could be
reduced.  At the time, this task seemed to be
a tedious and disappointing necessity.
Events were to show, however, that this was 
a providential interruption. Eventually,
sufficient modifications were made to the
plans to bring the total costs down to an
acceptable figure.  Building contracts were
drawn up and the final go-ahead was due to
be given at a Governors’ Meeting on a
Saturday in June 1962.

On the Tuesday preceding that meeting, the
Headmaster, Bob Powell, called me in and
passed me a letter which had just reached
him.  This was from The Digby Estate stating
that the company concerned with The Digby
Hotel had decided to close the hotel.  The
Estate, as owner of the freehold, was
therefore enquiring if the School would like
to purchase it.  (The Hotel had been running
at a loss and had been kept going by the
profits of the only other member of the
consortium to which The Digby belonged,
The Queens Hotel in Penzance, of which the
manager at the time was, by astonishing
coincidence, my own cousin.)  I confess that,
after all the work that had been put in to
devising a new building, my initial reaction
was to suggest that no mention of this letter
be made until after the Governors’ Meeting
at which they would authorise work to start.
But an hour’s study of the plans of The Digby
which had been provided made it
abundantly clear that this represented a far
better opportunity to create an impressive
new boarding house, with wide corridors and
high ceilings, offering a civilised
environment.  And so ‘The Digby’ was born.

There then followed a considerable amount
of work on how best to convert the existing
lay-out to meet the needs of a boarding
house by knocking down partition walls to
create day rooms, dormitories, and so on.
(The state of the kitchen area and of the staff
quarters would have given a modern Health
and Safety official a life-threatening fit of 
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horror!)  It was immediately obvious that
certain requirements, (boys’ studies,
housemaster’s accommodation  and a staff
block) could only be met by new building.

This and other matters relating to the work to
be done required a few more months before
everything was settled. The deed conveying
the Hotel and its grounds to the School at a
cost of £25,000 was signed on 29th January
1963, and the builder moved in shortly
afterwards. 

Thought could then be given to the wide-
ranging issues concerning the interior of the
building. The introduction of an up-to-date
heating system throughout was later to make
a striking impact; the panels of the doors
throughout the building which had remained
unblemished through 95 years of their
existence now all developed sizable cracks
when exposed to modern comforts! Other
internal requirements had a less dramatic
effect, but all required careful thought. Such
matters ranged from the provision of beds
and blankets to a choice of appropriate
flooring. (It is pleasing to note that the
linoleum then laid down on all the passages
and elsewhere is still, fifty years later, doing
remarkable service.) Other things requiring
attention included the provision of books for
the house library and the acquisition of a
croquet set for the garden. 

All these, and the multifarious other matters
involved, were completed in time to open
the doors of The Digby to its first members in
September 1964.  ●

PETER CURRIE, HOUSEMASTER, THE DIGBY 
(1964-1972)

THE COLLECTIVE-SIERRA LEONE

It is difficult to forget a trip to
Sierra Leone. The raw beauty
and unbounded energy is

addictive and the people make you
immediately feel welcome. As a
recent volunteer wrote, ‘You
should never underestimate the
ability of Sierra Leone to surprise
you, change your plans, make you
late, make you laugh, dance, smile and see
the most extraordinary sights.’

When I left Sherborne in 2004, I knew the
country for its savage civil war. My good
friend’s father had been stationed there
during the conflict and I heard tales of a
country on its knees. Little did I know that it
would be a place where I would one day
work.

I first visited in 2006 and returned in 2009 with
my girlfriend to help set up the ethical
fashion label NearFar, a social enterprise she
still runs. On both visits I was struck by the
country’s huge potential. With outstanding
natural beauty and a rich source of natural
minerals, the country has the basis for a
bright future. However, poverty and
unemployment still remain major challenges.
Sierra Leone ranks 180 of 187 on the UNDP
development index with 77% of Sierra
Leone’s people living in poverty and 62.8%
living on less than $1.25 a day (UNDP
Multidimensional Poverty Index 2011). 

Misconception is one of the largest barriers
for its development. Ask anyone about the
country and their response will be similar to
the one I would have given back in 2004. But
travel to Sierra Leone and you will see a
country that is peaceful and very much open
for business. I became determined to spread
this message to as many people as possible.

After graduating from Nottingham
University, I was accepted on to the Teach
First programme. For two years I taught
History and Economics in White City, in what
was both a challenging and extremely
rewarding experience. During the
programme, I worked with graduates and
professionals with a desire to create positive
change in eradicating educational
disadvantage. With extensive support, we
were able to use our enthusiasm and skills to
have a genuine impact in the classroom.
What if we could do the same for individuals

and organisations in Sierra Leone,
to help reduce the skills gap left
by ten years of war?

It was with this thought that I
decided to set up The
Collective–Sierra Leone, a
capacity building organisation
with the mission to provide

individuals with the tools to create positive
change. To do this, we place and support
innovative graduates and professionals from
around the world in challenging projects. Our
partner organisations, who work in fields of
micro-finance, enterprise and education, are
doing amazing work in-country, but need
high levels of expertise to improve the
efficiency of what they do. With thorough
support, volunteers work closely with our
partners to implement sustainable systems
that will continue to operate well after their
departure, while providing leadership
development training along the way. At the
same time, we are providing individuals from
around the world the opportunity to live and
work in a developing country and develop an
array of transferrable skills to increase their
employability at home. 

I have now been running the organisation for
18 months. At first, I found the change of
pace very difficult. Having taught in an inner-
city school, I was used to achieving a lot in a
day and never really stopping. This was not
the case in Freetown where I quickly learnt to
celebrate every small achievement.
However, the impact we are having far
exceeds what I had hoped.  There are lots of
examples, but a particular favourite was when
one of our volunteers worked alongside a
group to significantly increase the number of
people registering to vote for the up-coming
elections. He received a letter from the local
council thanking him for his efforts.  

The year ahead is going to be an exciting
one, with plenty of new projects in the
pipeline. The challenges of working in a
country with such basic infrastructure remain,
but Sierra Leone is a country on the up and
we want to help it reach its full potential.

If you are interested in volunteering,
partnering, donating or just want to learn
more visit www.thecollectivesl.co.uk or e-mail
charlie@thecollectivesl.co.uk  ●

CHARLIE HABERSHON (c 04)

It is intended that a second part of this account, recalling
how the initial members of the House were recruited and
how the new community developed, will appear in next
year’s edition of the OS Record.
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E V E N T S

A B B E Y  H O U S E  D I N N E R

Abbey House prides itself on its traditions of loyalty and pride in the House and this
was reflected in the excellent turnout for the OS Dinner in November. Drinks were
held in the atmospheric setting of the Oak Room (Abbey House Dining Room)

followed by dinner in the School dining hall. Four Abbey Housemasters and their wives were
in attendance. The meal and service from the School caterers were up to the usual
immaculate standard, the speeches by Peter Wellby (Housemaster 1986-1998), David Leakey
(1970) and Michael Wright (1984) extremely amusing and the House in hearty voice for
renditions of the Football Song and The Carmen. ●

G U E R N S E Y
R E C E P T I O N

Our annual visit to the Channel Islands is
always a highlight of the year.  2012
proved no exception as OS, parents

(past, present and, hopefully, future) and their
friends and guests met at a party hosted by
Rupert (m 78) and Rosie Dorey at their lovely
home in the middle of Guernsey. There was
good reason to raise a glass or two as
Matthew Blamey (h 29), who had celebrated
his 100th birthday the previous December, was
in attendance.

We count ourselves extremely lucky to have
such great support in the Channel Islands and
it is always a pleasure to catch up with news
from familiar faces as well as meeting new
ones on each visit. ●

O S  M E D I A  L U N C H

The OS Media Lunch has gone
upmarket! Our regular venue of the
Gennaro Room at the Groucho Club

has been completely refitted but with no loss
to its own special atmosphere. As a result of
this upgrade, we were able to increase
numbers for our 12th annual renewal. The
usual diverse range of media activities were
represented which, as ever, provided an
afternoon of fun and festivity, not to mention
considerable glamour courtesy of Sherborne
Old Girls. ●

FIRST XV AWAY TO
MARLBOROUGH
AND PRIOR PARK

The Ist XV broke new ground in 2012
when they played under floodlights for
the first time. In October they met

Marlborough at Newbury Rugby Club and a
month later Prior Park on the ‘Rec’, home of
Bath RFC. We invited members of the
Sherborne community living locally to these
grounds to come along and lend their support
and were delighted when this offer was taken
up by so many enthusiastic OS, past and
present parents and their friends.  Although
only able to supply a 50% success record (we
lost a tight game to Marlborough), both
evenings were a great success – thank you so
much to all those who gave their support. ●

T M T  E V E N T

In mid-June, Will Harding (e 87) kindly
hosted an event for all OS in Technology,
Media and Telecommunications at the

impressive setting of the Capital Radio
building in Leicester Square.  An open room
on a high floor allowed a great eye-to-eye
view of Nelson at the top of his column and we
enjoyed a wonderful informal reception with
OS in TMT arriving at intervals as they finished
a busy day in this ever burgeoning industry. ●

O S S  P R O P E R T Y  D I N N E R

The biennial OS Property Dinner was held in November at the Royal Thames Yacht
Club. Some sixty five OS together with several SG old girls met for an evening of great
company, food and wine.  As ever on these occasions, the OSS remains indebted to

Mike Slade (c 65) and Helical Bar plc for so generously sponsoring the all important liquid side
of the evening and to Lois Robertson of Helical Bar for her immaculate organisation. ●

F O S S  L U N C H

We are always pleased to see past parents back at Sherborne and the OSS was
delighted to once again host the FOSS (Friends of Sherborne School) Lunch on
Saturday 1st December.  This event is traditionally held on the Saturday of the last

home game of the season but this year, unfortunately, the rugby match against Clifton had
been cancelled due to unforeseen circumstances.  However, this meant that we were able to
linger over a wonderful lunch and chat with acquaintances old and new. ●
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OS DAY 2012

We were once again most fortunate this year that,
although rain had threatened all week, the
weather was dry for OS Day on Saturday 19th

May 2012.  The Gaudy this year was all those who left
Sherborne in 1960 or earlier and for some of those OS
who returned that day, this was the first time back in all
those years.

The day began with a service in the School Chapel
conducted by the Chaplain, Rev’d Lindsay Collins, after
which everyone made their way to the marquee on The
Upper where they were greeted with welcome drinks.
Then, once again, the Catering Department excelled and
we were treated to a magnificent lunch. After lunch, Stanley
Johnson, the OSS President, gave a most entertaining
speech and the Headmaster, Chris Davis, brought the
assembled company up-to-date on news of the School.
There was then time to continue conversations and gather
outside to watch the 1st XI play cricket against
Marlborough.

The day concluded with tours of the boarding houses,
followed by an excellent tea in the marquee.

DATE OF NEXT OS DAY:
SATURDAY 18TH MAY 2013 

PETER CURRIE’S 90TH
BIRTHDAY – OS DAY 2012

OS Day proved an ideal opportunity to celebrate
Peter Currie’s 90th birthday.  Peter first came to
Sherborne as a teacher of Modern Languages in

1947 and left in 1982, during which time he became the first
Housemaster of The Digby in 1964 until 1972. He was
delighted to see a number of his Old Boys return on this
day to help with the celebrations. ●

F O R T H C O M I N G  E V E N T S  2 0 1 3
MARCH
Thursday 7th 1988 Year Group Reunion, London
Friday 22nd Pilgrims 90th Anniversary Dinner RAC, Pall Mall

APRIL
TBA Graduate Event, London

MAY
Tuesday 14th Jersey Reception, Longueville Manor, Jersey
Saturday 18th OS Day, Sherborne

JUNE
Saturday 1st 1993 Year Group Reunion, Sherborne
TBA TMT Event, London
TBA 2008 Year Group Reunion, London
TBA 1998 Year Group Reunion, London

SEPTEMBER
Saturday 21st 1963 Year Group Reunion, Sherborne

OCTOBER
Thursday 17th 2003 Year Group Reunion, London
Saturday 26th Trafalgar Night Dinner, Sherborne

NOVEMBER
TBA OS Media Lunch, Groucho Club

2014
Friday 16th May Digby 50th Anniversary Dinner, Sherborne
Saturday 17th May OS Day, Sherborne
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QUINQUAGESIMAL 
REUNION
(Or ‘Q’ for short. ‘Q’ is open to all OS who
left Sherborne 50 or more years ago).

27th September 2012 marked the date of
the tenth Quinquagesimal Reunion and this
year we were to celebrate the 100th
anniversary of the birth of Alan Turing (h 30).
More than 160 applied to attend this event
which was a huge success.

Q Secretary, Robin Lalonde (g 52) welcomed
each guest as they arrived for coffee and
registration. Then they all proceeded to the
Powell Theatre where they were treated to
four excellent presentations by eight Sixth
Form History pupils on the lives of four OS
who belonged to much the same generation
of Old Shirburnians as AlanTuring. These
were:

• HORACE LAW (d 29)
by Archie Hamilton (c) and Joe Shaw (f)

• JOHN  HALLILEY/LE MESURIER (g 30) 
by George Clough (g) and Ed Shackle (d)

• PATRICK MERMAGEN (b 30)
by Ben Brown (f) and Jack Newman (b)

• DERMAN CHRISTOPHERSON (a 34)
by Hassan Rashed (d) and Tom Wintle (e)

After a delicious lunch in the Dining Hall
annexe, we gathered in the Big School
Room where we were privileged to hear a
most informative presentation on Alan
Turing given by Professor Christopher
Andrew of Corpus Christi College,
Cambridge, and author of The Authorised
History of MI5. At 15.45 we gathered in the
School Chapel for a Service of Thanksgiving
and Remembrance which was followed by
tea before our guests made their way home,
all having spent a memorable and enjoyable
day back in Sherborne.  ●

WILL YATES
21 September 1983 – 18 June 2002

An unexpected email from Jess Gibbs, who was at Sherborne
Girls in the same year as Will, was the start of a journey that
led, in the end, to a day of wonderful and powerful memories

in Holwell, the village where the Yates family used to live. It has been
ten years since Will died while in the Upper Sixth in Abbeylands and
28 oaks were to be planted along the road leading out of Holwell,
thereby making a tree-lined avenue as a lasting, living memorial to
Will. The trees were sponsored by his friends and, in so doing, raised
money for Julia’s House, a Dorset-based charity that supports the
families of cancer sufferers. 

A dozen of Will’s old school friends, Will’s parents and his brother
Hugh met for lunch at Jess’s parents’ house on Sunday 2nd
September. My wife and I were privileged to be there as well. The passage of time feels so strange on such occasions. Will is clearly still so much
part of peoples’ lives that it hardly seems any time since we were all together in School. It was an emotional day. We were moved by the dignity,
sensitivity and compassion shown by the Old Shirburnians as they talked with the family, stood in silence to remember Will and strolled through
the avenue of oaks.  ●

MARK AITKEN
SCHOOL CHAPLAIN 1993 – 2004
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NOTICE FOR OS MASONIC LODGE
The Lodge meets twice a year in London and once a year in Sherborne, where we dine with wives and girlfriends. We provide an opportunity for OS to enjoy freemasonry, give to worthy
charities, keep in touch with Old Shirburnians far and near, meet many new friends and maintain the OS Lodge’s long term commitment to support the SS John Almshouse in Sherborne. 

The Lodge was founded in the early 20th century and is mentioned A B Gourlay’s ‘A History of Sherborne School’. OS who are interested in joining, including those aged 18 to 21 who
may join at greatly reduced fees,  please contact Robin Price (a 83) via rtbprice@gmail.com or 01935 389 855.

R E U N I O N S
1962

Fifty years after leaving Sherborne
seemed a good reason for inviting
1962 leavers and their guests down

to Sherborne for a home 1st XV match
against Radley followed by a dinner in the
Old School Room. Unfortunately we were
unable to provide a win on the pitch but
the usual superb standard of the catering
staff  ensured an evening of warmth and
fond reminiscence.   ●

All OS events have a unique feeling
about them and the 1992 Reunion
certainly followed that trend.  Mat

Warren (g) very kindly offered to host a
party at the offices of The Lady, of which
he is Editor, in Covent Garden. The
evening was a huge success with many OS
who had not seen each other in the twenty
years since they left Sherborne
discovering news of others who share that
common bond.   ●

2003, 2004 AND
2005 YEAR GROUPS

In conjunction with their opposite
numbers at Sherborne Girls, these year
groups held a combined party at the

ever-popular Beaufort House. It is an
indication of the popularity of reunions
amongst young OS that we are receiving
requests for get-togethers outside the
usual five year period. It is always a
pleasure to be able to help arrange
these. ●

2007

Aprivate bar at The Lamb in
Leadenhall Market was the venue
for the five year reunion of the

2007 year group. Sherborne Girls, with
equal numbers to OS, played a major role
in ensuring that the party was a success. ●

1992

O S  P U B L I C A T I O N S

JEREMY ARCHER (d 73)
A Royal Christmas

Publisher: Elliott and Thompson

ROGER CROWLEY (d 68)
Empires of the Sea: The Final Battle for

the Mediterranean 1521-1580
Publisher: Faber & Faber Ltd

ROGER CROWLEY (d 68)
City of Fortune: How Venice Won 

and Lost a Naval Empire
Publisher: Faber & Faber Ltd

JERRY HAIGH (d 59)
Of Moose and Men: A wildlife vet’s
pursuit of the world’s largest deer

Publisher: ECW Press

STANLEY JOHNSON (g 58)
Where the Wild Things Were: 
Travels of a Conservationist

Publisher: 
Stacey International Publishers

JASON LEWIS (a 85)
Dark Waters

Publisher: First BillyFish Books

JASON LEWIS (a 85)
The Seed Buried Deep

Publisher: First BillyFish Books

RICHARD MALIM (b 56)
The Earl of Oxford and the Making of

Shakespeare
Publisher: McFarland

ROGER NORMAN (d 66)
Shadowborne: A Novel

Publisher: The Sundial Press

ANTHONY SUMMERS (f 61) 
and co-author Robbyn Swan

The Eleventh Day: The Full Story of 9/11
& Osama bin Laden

Publisher: Doubleday

RALPH THORPE (h 60)
The Gospel of the King of the Jews

Publisher: O-Books

JOHN WESTON (h 56)
Echo Soundings: A Collection of Poems

Publisher: Shoestring Press
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B I R T H S
To Katie and Richard ANDERSON (f 98) a son, Charlie on 18 February 2012

To Pakjira and Tritip ARUNANONDCHAI (a 95) a daughter, Litha, on 23 June 2012

To Jenny Wheeler (SSG 98) and Diccon COOPER (e 98) a son, Aeneas on 22 October 2012

To Marcela and Nicholas COPELAND (h 92) a daughter, Emily Francisca on 15 March 2012

To Kristin and Rufus EDWARDS (f 88) a son, Owen on 14 October 2012

To Beanie and Balthazar FABRICIUS (e 97) twins, Frederick and Hector, on 13 February 2012

To Miriam and Edward FERRIS (c 98) a son, Peter on 4 February 2012

To Jennifer and James HARRIS (m 87) a daughter, Florence, in April 2012

To Kirstin and Robert HOEY (h 99) a son, James, on 16 October 2012

To Janna van Belle and Takeshi KANEKO (m 96) a daughter, Nami, on 27 September 2012

To Rhiannon and Edward LEE (b 93) a daughter, Martha in April 2012

To Sarah and Hugh MILDRED (m 93) a son, Henry in November 2011

To Alexandra and Tom MONTAGU (b 98) a son, Wilbur James, on 5 April 2012

To Rebecca and David PUGH (h 96), a daughter, Bronwyn Jane on 5 December 2011

To Eunjung and Andrew READ (g 87) a daughter, Abigail Eunbi, on 28 April 2012

To Susannah and Freddie RICHARDS (g 98) a son, Tobias Frederick William on 12 September 2012

To Claire and George RICHARDS (g 00) a daughter, Martha Claire Rosemary on 26 June 2012

To Serena and Simon SPRING (d 93) a son, Henry Patrick William on 29 April 2012

To Amy and James TAYLOR (m 94) a son, Jack William Anderson on 19 September 2012

To Jessica and Dominic THOMAS (m 99) a son, Wilbur Christopher on 7 October 2011

To Lucy and Rico TICE (h 84) a son, Daniel Victor on 28 May 2012

To Henrietta and Guy WELBY-EVERARD (h 97) a daughter, Eliza, on 24 February 2012

To Emelia and Nicholas WHITE (e 96) a daughter, Beatrix Elizabeth on 10 April 2012

To Lizzie and Richard WILLIAMS (d 97) a daughter, Rosie, on 1 August 2012

E N G A G E M E N T S
BROCK, Charles Edward (d 02) to Miss Sophie Peacock

DENSHAM, Henry Lowell Ashley (h&a 00) to Miss Lauren Smith

HILLARY, Thomas Clive (e 98) to Miss Emma Louise Norris

KER, Graeme John (h 98) to Miss Victoria Hammond

LEE, Young-Hun (f 00) to Miss Rie Tsuchiya

PEEL YATES, Simon Lawrence (m 03) to Miss Octavia Donovan

RUSSELL, Alexander John (b 04) to Dr Claire Paramore

TAYLOR, Edward Alexander (h 92) to Miss Eva Kuehnen

M A R R I A G E S
BAMSEY, Sebastien Marc (b 00) to Miss Olivia Crowley on 3 September 2011

COCKCROFT, Jon Barnaby Briggs (b 54) to Mrs Deirdre Nicol on 15 February 2012

COURTH, Christoph John (h 99) to Miss Stephanie Hervoir on 8 September 2012

DENZA, Christopher Thomas (d 65) to Ms Angela Savage on 9 June 2012

DUDGEON, Benjamin Patrick (c 02) to Miss Philly Fraser on 25 August 2012

HARDWICK, Richard Christopher (f 58) to Ms Marie Francoise Scharll on 28 October 2011

LONG, Sebastien Nicholas Amedee (a 99) to Miss Catherine Chang on 25 September 2012 in Corsica

MINTER, William George Buckingham (g 98) to Miss Lucy Anne Murray on 21 April 2012

PECK, Simon Robert Weston (g 96) to Miss Nicci Lawrence on 29 December 2011 in Stellenbosch

ROWE, John Augustus Norman (h 93) to Miss Rachel Morgan in June 2012

SEEBOHM, Rupert Edward (e 93) to Miss Sarah Docherty in September 2011

STERNDALE-BENNETT, Barry Monkhouse (a 57) to Mrs Margaret Perkins on 1 July 2012
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AGM AND ACCOUNTS
The minutes of the OSS Annual General
Meeting held on 19th May 2012 and the audited
accounts are available via the OSS website.  If
you do not have access to the website and
require a copy of either the AGM minutes or the
audited accounts for the OS General Fund or
the OS Charitable Trust for the year ending 31st
July 2011 approved at that meeting, please
contact the OSS Office who will happily
forward you a copy.

The 117th AGM of the Society will be held at
the south end of The Upper marquee on OS
Day, Saturday 18th May 2013 at 5pm.  All OS
and their guests are most welcome. An agenda
will be available in the April 2013 edition of the
OSS Newsletter which will be sent to members
via email.

OS GRADUATE
EVENING

With the job market seemingly
becoming more difficult by the year,
we are committed to seeing that

young OS get the maximum help possible to
give them that vital edge. We therefore held a
seminar at the Cass Business School in the City
where some 50 OS and SGs received
constructive advice on improving CVs, career
management, interview skills, key workplace
skills and the use of post-graduate
qualifications. Feedback from those attending
has been immensely positive and a repeat is
planned for 2013.  We are most grateful to
Adam Priestley (d 99) for the use of the Cass
Business School and speakers Jonathan
Trotman (past parent) of Borg Ltd, Peter
Wilford (h 72) and Steve Nicholls of Gateway
Career Management, Will Jodrell (h 88) from
Graduate Works, and Susan Roth from Cass.

“If I'd been told half of what we
covered last night before I applied
for jobs I am certain that it would
not have been so strenuous.” 

2006 OS Leaver
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O S  S P O R T
It has been a difficult sailing season with

Nick Ware disappearing off to La
Rochelle in Chindit, and the weather

being less than kind. However we managed
to do quite a lot of sailing and we have some
interesting events lined up for 2013.

The year started with a very enjoyable
pub meet in January at the Holloway Arms in
Fulham organized by Andy Morley-Smith.
Lots of young OS and their girlfriends turned
out and a good time was had by all.  In 2013
we are meeting on January 13 for Sunday
lunch at The Goat near Clapham Junction.

Bob MacDonald, a stalwart of OS Sailing
who died in 2010, left a donation to fund a
Sea Survival course which duly took place in
February for 14 OS.  This was a great success
and a tribute to Bob who was very keen on
safety at sea.

The Stanger-Leathes against the School
in March was aborted due to shortage of
water (remember the hosepipe bans?) so
this was postponed until June, but was then
cancelled due to unavailability of younger
OS.

The St Vaast week-end was fun as always,
but there was a shortage of boats. As well as
trying to recruit OS with cruising boats, we
would welcome parents of current
Shirburnians or indeed OS parents who
might like to join us.  Please spread the word
and ask anyone who would like more
information to contact me. 

The weather ruined the Midsummer
Madness and AGM in Itchenor in June but
quite a number of us finished up in the pub,
so all’s well that ends well.

Peter Innes-Ker brought Resolution on
the Andrew Yorke weekend in October to
join Harrac, and six boys enjoyed a trip to
Poole followed by dinner and a return trip on
the Sunday in an almost flat calm! Many
thanks to Chris Hamon for the work he puts
into this, as well as all the other work he does
to foster links between the School and OS
Sailing.

Ten OS enjoyed the racing on Farr 40’s
for the Arrow Trophy. The weather was
mixed and we did not disgrace ourselves,
coming 7th on the first day and 9th on the
second. This is an extremely competitive
event and we really need our best racing OS
to do well. There was an excellent dinner
hosted by the Royal Corinthian with wine for
the team sponsored by OS Sailing.

The season ended with a party for the
crew of Chindit and Harrac in Gosport in
November. After drinks on Harrac we caught
the ferry over to Old Portsmouth and, after a

couple of beers, had an excellent meal in
Jamie’s Italian. Nick Ware then hosted those
who were still suffering from an alcohol
shortage on board Chindit and the party
went on into the early hours.

2013 PROGRAMME
13 JANUARY

Pub meet: 1330 at The Goat, Clapham
Junction

16 MARCH
Match Racing against the School at Sutton

Bingham, followed by curry supper in
Sherborne

21 MARCH
Whisky tasting in Piccadilly

27 APRIL
AGM at Gin’s Farm, Beaulieu, followed by

dinner

15 JUNE
Match racing against the School 

at Poole

4 – 8 SEPTEMBER
Meet in La Rochelle on Harrac 

and Chindit

5 – 6 OCTOBER
Andrew Yorke weekend for boys

12 – 13 OCTOBER
Arrow Trophy. Racing in the 

Solent on Farr 40’s

9 NOVEMBER
Match racing against the School at 

Sutton Bingham

12 NOVEMBER
Snooker at Winchester House Club, Putney

If you are a sailor (past or present) and would
like to participate in any of  these events
please email angus.cater@gmail.com ●

ANGUS CATER (c 70), COMMODORE

GOLF

After the dry weather of summer 2011,
we had to compete with some
miserably wet days during this

summer. In fact, three matches had to be
cancelled due to waterlogged courses.

The tournament season was a mixed bag.
We did very well at the Brent Knoll in March,
beating Epsom, Clifton and Lloyds Bank,
before losing to a very strong Army side in
the final. Rhys Francis with Ed Kelly won their
first three matches, as did Nigel Whalley with
Jos Pralle.

Less than a week later we faced Eton in
the first round of the Halford Hewitt at Deal.
We were in a good position after nine holes,
but then things started to go wrong and we
lost 1½-3½. Our points came from a solid
five and three win by Rhys Francis and
Robbie Busher (their third consecutive win);
and a half by Philip Brown and James
Chappell. It was disappointing that, just like
last year, we seemed to surrender a
potential winning position, and lost to
Malvern and Eton who went on to lose in the
final and semi-final respectively. 

After our good performance last year, we
failed to qualify for the Grafton Morrish. This
was offset by a much better performance in
the G L Mellin in July. We beat
Hurstpierpoint and Cheltenham on the
Friday; Shrewsbury, the eventual winners,
proved too good for us on the Saturday
morning. Play had to be suspended for two
hours as a monumental storm descended on
West Hill. Standing by the 10th green, it was
interesting to watch the level of water
getting deeper and deeper, eventually
covering the complete green and
overflowing down the slope in front of the
putting surface.

The winners of the major prizes at the
three meetings were: Sherborne – Nick
Aubin, Alan Gale and Tom C B Williams; The
Berkshire – Stuart Gillett, John Shaw, Henry
Marks, George Murray and Rodney Short;
Rye – Howard Gill, Gavin Webb-Wilson,
David Watney, James Davis and John Shaw.

As for the matches: 19 were played in the
year, of which seven were won, seven were
lost and five were halved. 102 members
played of whom eight played for the first
time. At the AGM in June, Nigel Whalley was
elected Captain, with Mike Prager and John
Irving as Vice-Captains.

We had the pleasure of welcoming
several new members in 2012, but still
remain convinced that there are a number of
OS golfers who do not appreciate what the
Society can offer them with some
competitive but friendly golf on some
wonderful courses. We are currently
arranging ways to show golfers at the School
what the Society can offer them as young
OS: not only subsidies to help with the cost
of a day’s golf, but also the opportunity to
meet old, or make new, friends. 

As the Hon. Secretary, I can provide
details for anyone who is interested:
howard.gill@forsters.co.uk  – 07788 628678
(M).  I look forward to hearing from you. ●

HOWARD GILL (f 81)

OLD SHIRBURNIAN SAILING
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IIt has been a decade since the
occurrence of one of those tragic
episodes that many schools have to

contend with and hope never to have to do
so again. James Harding’s shockingly early
death in December 2002 after a match
between the XV and Blundell’s caused
national headlines and cast a pall over the
School at a time when everyone should have
been focusing on Carol Services and
Christmas.

Ten years hence, and the strength of
feeling for James and of Sherborne Pilgrims
as a club was hugely in evidence on Saturday
December 1st.  With a memorial service in
the Chapel in the morning, followed by a
match between the 2002 XV and the Club on
the Upper at lunchtime, this was both a
celebration of James’s life and a celebration
of the power of sport to help to soothe the
soul. Needless to say, there were a few
drinks to be had as well.

For me, as someone who never knew
James but met his mother, Sheila, on a
number of occasions subsequently at
Pilgrims cricket matches where she has been
a dedicated and exemplary scorer, this was
both moving and emblematic for what the
Pilgrims represent. Against the backdrop of
West Country floods and the onset of the
wintry cold, this was a warming antidote to
the seasonal adverse weather and to those
who would decry the idea of old boys’ clubs.
James, I am sure, would have been a proud
Pilgrim.

The rugby part of the Club’s output had
received another welcome boost in August
when a tens tournament was held on
Carey’s, attended by some 70 players and
supporters, followed by a barbecue in front
of the Upper Pavilion. For the record, the
2010 leavers carried off the prize, but far
more instructive was the enthusiasm and
interest shown in the event, which will be
repeated on August 25th 2013 and
augmented by hockey, tennis and cross
country as well.  James Moubray (d 06) has
worked hard to involve people in the rugby
side and deserves much credit.  The use of
Facebook in this area has, I believe, pointed
the way to how the Club needs to be
organised in the future in terms of
participation and generation of interest.

The appalling summer weather destroyed
the cricketers’ season, with many games
being cancelled because of the elements.
The Cricketer Cup side, having beaten Old
Amplefordians in the opening contest, fell
victim to Bradfield Waifs in the second
round, with the Club never doing itself

justice in the match.  Next year the campaign
begins away to Downside Wanderers on
Sunday June 16th, which would be followed,
assuming further success, by home fixtures
up to the semi-final.  Peter Langly-Smith (c
01) continues to organise with good humour
and effervescence, and particular mention
should be made of the two-day fixture
against Hampshire Hogs which, although it
ended in defeat, was the kind of match that
typifies Pilgrims cricket – tough but
enjoyable.

At this point the Club should also
celebrate the achievement of Jimmy Adams
(c 99) in leading Hampshire to victory in the
CB40 final against Warwickshire in
September.  Adams scored 66 and was man
of the match in the tightest of finishes to a
Lord’s showpiece, the game ending with the
scores level.  Subsequently, Adams was
named batsman of the year by his county –
which, in his debut season as skipper, was a
notable feat, given how batsmen’s form can
often fall away with the additional pressures
of captaincy.

Across all the Club’s sports – which
include hockey, fives, soccer, squash (where
a Londonderry Cup semi-final appearance
was made this year), tennis, cross country –
the Pilgrims have been able to put out teams
with plenty of participants and a strong
spread of ages.  Full details of who controls
each sport, and how to contact them, can be
found on the Club website,
www.sherbornepilgrims.co.uk or from the
Hon Secretary. 

Hugh Archer stood down this year as
President of the Club and I should like to
take this opportunity of noting Hugh’s
exceptional contribution to Sherborne life
over half a century. An outstanding
sportsman while at the School, he has

represented the Club with distinction both
on and more latterly off the pitch – and
always with a sense of humour as well as a
genial habit of getting things done.  David
Leakey, an equally distinguished OS and
Pilgrim, has replaced him.

The Club will reach the grand old age of
90 next year. To mark the anniversary, there
will be a black tie dinner on Friday March
22nd 2013 at the RAC in Pall Mall at which
John Barclay, a former captain of Sussex, will
speak. There is a tiered pricing structure to
assist younger members to attend and
details were mailed to the Club members
earlier in the autumn. Should any Club
member reading this not have received a
communication about the dinner, please get
in touch with the OS Office at the School.
For those who have wondered, as the Club
moves closer to its century (grinding out the
years as Cook, rather than Pietersen, might),
why the Pilgrims colours are what they are, I
have an answer. I had not appreciated this
fully until being posed the question recently
– and realising that I did not know. ‘Dark
blue for the Royal connection, brown for the
monks’ habits and white for the clear waters
of the River Yeo’, according to a Sherborne
history tome.  If anyone can say otherwise,
I’d be delighted to hear from them.

A reminder once more in conclusion: you
do not have to be a Pilgrim to play for the
Club – if you are an OS, you will always be
welcome to participate, and the Club does
operate a system of subsidy for younger
members.  The Club’s future rests in the
hands of those who have recently left –
whether high or moderate sporting
achievers at the School, the door is open.
Please contact the Club’s Hon Secretary, Ed
Lyons, at edlyons@lyonslaw.co.uk ●

ROBERT HANDS (b 92)

PILGRIMS

Photographs by Ed Lyons (f 70)
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D E A T H S
BARNETT, Peter Edwin (f 35) 3 September 2011

BERTHON, Graham Claude Lyon (g 52) 20 April 2012

BREARLEY, John Marcus (g 64) 1 January 2012

BRETHERTON, Derrick Howard (f 40) 23 October 2012

BRIDGE, Derek James Wilson (ex Staff) 13 March 2012

BROWN, Peter Rainsford (b 53) 7 May 2012

BUNGEY, Desmond Kerr (f 42) 3 July 2012

BURT, Philip Walter Milburn (c 38) 22 March 2012

CAMPBELL, Norman Macdonald (b 47) September 2012

CLARK, Ivor Maclean (b 33) 23 December 2011

CLARK, John Charles Travers (f 47) April 2012

CRADDOCK, Douglas Vaughan Arthur (g 39) 13 May 2012

DANDRIDGE, Alec Stuart (a 41) 23 December 2011

DINWIDDY, Guy John (b 63) October 2012

EAMES, Michael (b 41) 20 January 2012

FAWCETT, George Anthony (a 46) 19 June 2012

FLEW, Michael Peter Hall (b 58) 28 January 2012

GRIFFIN, Patrick Stanley Dillon (g 38) 4 May 2012

HAYDON, Derek Reginald (f 48) October 2011

HEDISON, David (Staff) 20 May 2012

HOLLIS, Michael Hugh (f 59) 21 September 2012

HOLT-KENTWELL, Lawrence Edwin Arthur (a 32) 31 August 2012

KILPATRICK, Leslie Gordon (h 39) 20 November 2011

KILPATRICK, Bruce (a 44) 2 October 2012

LAMBIE, Charles Logan (b 82) 21 January 2012

LOWE, Jonathan Trelawny Gambier (g 45) 21 September 2010

MAYNARD, Rodney Walsham (h 58) June 2012

MAYO, John Raymond Talbot (b 55) 14 December 2012

MEADMORE, Michael Robin (h 59) 18 December 2011

MOOMAW, William Hugh (g 40) 21 December 2011

MOSELY, Henry George (f 34) 19 September 2011

MOSS, Michael Charles de Vere (c 50) 14 August 2011

NICHOLLS, Nigel Sutton (g 39) August 2011

NOEL-TOD, Alexander Reginald (h 69) 4 February 2012

NORMAN, John Gordon Scott (c 46) 27 July 2011

OUTHWAITE, Brian Robert (h 49) 29 June 2012

PATTERSON, Ian Alec (a 65) 30 January 2009

PETERS, John Rodie (c 36) 3 May 2012

PETTITT, Maurice (f 32) 11 April 2012

PHILLIPS, John Gregory (f&m 67) June 2011

PLUMSTEAD,  Neil (h 56) September 2011

POLLOCK, James Patrick O’Haughey (d 39) 2 October 2012

RAWLINS, Michael Francis (d 63) 21 January 2012

SCOTT, John Eric Somerville (a 43) 5 September 2012

SEDDON, Christopher Richard (g 57 ) 17 November 2012

SPREADBURY, Peter James (d 51) 30 December 2011

STEVENS, Richard Guise (a 39) 1 December 2011

STOPFORD, John Morton (f 57) 13 August 2011

TAYLOR, Michael Verner (f 57) 13 December 2011

WADESON, Lionel George Stuart-Menteth (d 44) 

13 November 2012

WARD, John Maxwell (g 40) 2012

WOODS, Robert Ian (b 55) 20 February 2012
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O B I T U A R I E S
D E R E K  J  W  B R I D G E ( S t a f f  4 8 - 8 6 )

Derek Bridge was a man of many parts. By profession, a distinguished schoolmaster of long standing,
he also served the world of cricket with unswerving devotion. Here, his unstinting efforts, both on
and off the field, made a most vital contribution to the game at all levels.

Although he was a talented right-arm off-
spin bowler and resourceful lower-order
batsman, his first class cricket career
encompassed a mere two months in the
summer of 1947. At the beginning of May,
he took 2 wickets for 30 runs for Oxford
University against Gloucestershire in The
Parks.  A month later came the first of three
appearances for Northamptonshire as he
scored 25 not out against the visiting South
African tourists. 

Alongside cricket, Derek’s equally enduring
sporting passion remained rugby union. Tall,
lithe and extremely quick on his feet, in his
day he was a dashing wing three-quarter.
Having been awarded a Blue three years in
succession while at Oxford, he went on to
play for the Barbarians, Bedford, Richmond,
Dorset, Wiltshire, East Midlands – and on
one occasion made the reserve bench for an
England international.

In 1948, his talents found a particularly
happy and expressive outlet teaching
English at Sherborne. Here, over the next
four decades, both the breadth of his
intellect and the warmth of his personality
made him an inspirational guide for
countless generations of students.  Equally
at home in the classroom or on the games
field, Derek influenced all aspects of school
life. He served as an officer in the Combined
Cadet Corps, ran the 1st XI Cricket team for
21 years and, from 1959 until 1974, served as
Housemaster of Harper House.

Soon after retiring from cricket, Derek joined
the Dorset committee, serving as secretary
from 1977 until 1993. Proving an able
administrator with an ordered mind and a
keen eye for detail, he also became the first
Chairman of the Dorset Cricket Board. At
the same time, his expertise found a ready
outlet within the management structures of
the Minor Counties Cricket Association
which he represented for many years,
initially on the Test and County Cricket
Board and later on the English Cricket
Board.  When, during the 1990s, the very
future of the MCCA was threatened by
radical restructuring proposals, Derek
proved adept in committee and, indeed, the
very continuation of competitive cricket at
minor-counties level bears testimony to his
remarkable talents.

It was easy to like Derek Bridge: he was a
modest man, pleasant and friendly, his
cricket matching his personality, stylish and
elegant.  A sporting ambassador without
equal, for five years between 1997 and 2002
he enjoyed a particularly successful period
as President of the Minor Counties Cricket
Association. At the time of his death he was
the long-serving President of Dorset County
Cricket Club.

Taken from the Obituary which appeared in
The Independent 11th April 2012 ●
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WILLIAM COOPER
A VALEDICTION
(Staff 52 -83)

An invitation to write a
valediction for ‘Bill’ Cooper is a
generous gift and, for me, a

privilege.  I sit surrounded by letters of
appreciation from OS, former
colleagues, housemasters, headmasters
and Governors of the School. Their
words enrich the memories of Bill, his
enthusiasm for life, his sense of humour,
his generous encouragement of pupils
and friends, and his quiet and
discerning advice, so often proving to
be the correct solution to situations that
we found difficult. He had a breadth of
knowledge that was enlightening, way
beyond the School and town.

He was of the generation whose
schooling and early career were
disrupted by the Second World War, at
one time being evacuated for a while
from Westminster School in London to
Hereford, then returning to finish with a
flourish on the school cricket XI and
winning the art prize. Thence to
Cambridge to read engineering, with
architecture in mind as a career,
gathering the captaincy of the college
XI and a share in an art exhibition at the
same time. But the needs of the war
were unrelenting. Conscription from
Cambridge to a commission in the
Royal Engineers saw him sent to India to
train for possible action in Burma. He
was soon to be hospitalised and 

demobilised for rehabilitation, not
injured by enemy action but disabled by
polio, a disease prevalent at that time
and still endemic in parts of that
subcontinent.  Returning to Cambridge
his active cricket playing days were
over; gone were plans for architecture,
and engineering was replaced with
Geography as a Tripos subject, leading
to a career in teaching. His first
appointment was at Cheltenham
College Junior School before he came
to teach at Sherborne in 1952.

In over 40 years, Bill’s contribution to
the well-being of Sherborne was not
only considerable but significant in his
consecutive roles as Head of
Geography, Housemaster of Westcott
and, uniquely, as the elected staff
representative on the governing body. 

His chance to run the Geography
Department came later than it should,
but in the few years before he took over
Westcott he worked to find the subject
more space on the sixth form curriculum
and, in a period when long distance air
travel was undertaken of necessity
rather than for the annual holiday
indulgence of today, he brought in
speakers to open up the world and also
to hint at the transformation in the
discipline of geography that was
underway at Cambridge.

Westcott called in 1966. The House was
large with 70+ boys but it was also
physically large to maintain and to get 
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about in. As in all that he did Bill must
have had to design individual strategies
to cope with steps and staircase or
distance. He never made anything of
this, but we did admire his courage. 

Housemastering then was competitive
and a partnership with a caring wife was
all important because she was to run
the domestic side which included
catering for the boys.  As the
neighbouring Housemaster at Lyon, I
can say that we had huge respect for
Westcott under Bill’s command, and
parents clearly wished to send their
sons to him. Westcott were formidable
opponents, too, on the games field.

The 1970s were not easy times and
brought many challenges, but Bill had a
restrained and sensible approach to
identifying and implementing change.
Other staff used him as a mentor and
had confidence in his advice, so it was
no surprise that, when his time in the
House came to an end, soon to be
followed by his retirement, he was
elected the staff representative on the
governing body where he served for ten
years, always readily available and
making sure that staff views were heard
at Governors’ meetings.  ‘On items of
significance’ said one governor, ‘when
he was talking we all took pains to
listen’.

Whenever School commitments and
holidays allowed, he developed a
parallel career as an artist. Self-taught
he developed expertise in collage and
had a following that much admired his
work. There were influences of J S
Lowry and the St Ives School, and his
work appeared in a dozen local and
national exhibitions, mostly in the
1970s. There was an industrial series, a
harbour series and hot Spanish hill-top
villages. He was elected a member of
the Royal West of England Academy in
1973, later still becoming a member of
their Council and finally Artists’
Chairman, guiding the selection of
works for their exhibitions.

Cricket was an integral part of his life,
coaching, umpiring, enthusing even the
no-hopers; and he travelled to watch at
all levels the 1st XI, the Pilgrims, Dorset,
and England at Lord’s. His School side
was the 3rd XI: they played
enthusiastically but, as it was Bill’s side,
with Test Match discipline. He beamed
when they won. Judging an appeal he
offered it deliberate consideration
before raising his finger, ‘that’s out’:
sheer theatre. Later in life he still had an 

encyclopaedic knowledge of all the
emergent test players on the county
sides. Sky Sports was his companion
with remote control close to hand.

A fellow governor said ‘We watched the
last day of a Test match at Lord’s:
England versus the West Indies. The
Windies required 344 to win. They won
by 9 wickets, the wicket lost being a run
out.  This was greatly disappointing, but
Bill’s view was more visionary; he was
fulsome in praise of the wonderful
batting. The game of cricket was the
winner. I had to agree’. ●

ROGER KETLEY (69-93)
LYON HOUSE AND SECOND MASTER

HUGH PARKER 
STEWART
SCHOOL GOVERNOR 83-04

The unveiling and dedication of a
plaque in memory of Hugh Parker
Stewart took place in the School

Chapel on Sunday 26th August 2012.  The
service was conducted by the School
Chaplain, Reverend Lindsay Collins. The
plaque was unveiled by Barnaby Hodgkins
(grandson) with readings by Jane Hodgkins
(daughter), Roger Stewart (son, m 82),
Jonathan Hodgkins (son-in-law), and the
service was attended by family and friends.  ●

DAVID HEDISON
STAFF 1996-2012

The whole Sherborne community was
greatly saddened by the death of
David Hedison on Sunday 20th May

2012 at the Yeatman Hospital.  Many OS,
parents and staff will remember David with
great affection and gratitude.  He fulfilled a
wide range of roles after arriving at
Sherborne in 1996 to teach Economics, 3rd
Form History, Government and Politics. 

David was a tutor at Abbey House, The
Green and The Digby. He directed a house
play every year between 1998 and 2008, as
well as two School plays in that time,
namely ‘The Tempest’ in 2002 and ‘Paul’ in
2006. He also co-directed the memorable
joint-school production (with the Gryphon
School) of ‘Romeo and Juliet in 2007.

Many of David’s friends attended a moving
celebration of his life in the School Chapel
on Friday 29th June 2012. ●

EMAIL ADDRESSES
In the face of ever-rising postal costs, we endeavour to conduct
the bulk of OSS correspondence via email, without overlooking
the important occasions where a postal letter or invitation is
indicated. If you feel that we may not hold a current email
address for you, it would be a great help if you could let us have
your address by contacting us at oss@sherborne.org It would be
truly appreciated and will make correspondence much easier. 

EL CARACOL

Situated less than
an hour by car
from Madrid
Airport, in the
heart of the
National Park of
the Sierra de
Guadarrama, is this six-bedroom rural retreat,
sleeping up to thirteen guests.

It is known affectionately by the village locals as El
Caracol (The Snail), thanks to its unique rounded
design by the famous Spanish architect Curro
Inza. This spacious stone residence offers
spectacular views of the highest peaks of the
mountain range as well as access to the river
Lozoya that runs behind the estate’s seven acres.

For further information, please visit the website or
contact Mrs Stephanie Sanchez de Muniain in the
Foundation Office: 

ssanchez@sherborne.org
www.elcaracol.co.uk

VISUAL ART TRADER

Chris Grant-Peterkin (h 95) has founded Visual
Art Trader, an online art directory: the quick and
easy way to
find, view and
buy art.  Buy
direct from the
artist. No sales
commission. Visit artist studios. Visit exhibitions
in local venues. Intuitive art search system. Live
updates on saved searches. Registration for buyers
and venues is free. Artists membership £36 pa
(students £24 pa).

Visit us at www.visualarttrader.co.uk or follow us
on Facebook and Twitter. 
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O L D  S H I R B U R N I A N

N E W S

1930s

DESMOND HURNDALL (f 38) Desmond,
aged 93 this year, contacted our Archivist to
ask if she could provide him with his track
times for School sports days in 1937 and
1938.   Apparently he was pretty fast in his
day.  He was invited to an Olympics party
this year and wanted to print his track times
on a T-shirt which he intended to wear to the
party.

1950s
JACK DE COUP-CRANK (a 50) I was called
up in 1954 to serve with the US Army for two
years and in August 1956, I went back to
work for Pacific Telephone and Telegraph
Co. until 1959 when I was appointed to the
Los Angeles Police Department and served
a varied career for more than 25 years,
retiring as a Sergeant in March of 1985.  I still
live in northern California in a town called
Paradise in the Sierra Nevada foothills.

MICHAEL MAYBURY (d 51) Within a few
years of leaving School, I opened a health
food store in my home town of Portsmouth
which, over 12 years, became nine shops,
including Chichester and Weybridge.
Having expanded too fast, these were
eventually taken over by Holland & Barrett.
I’ve been retired in Portsmouth for 17 years
and life is great at 77.

ANTONY SNOW (b 51) From December 5th
I have been appointed Trustee Emeritus to
the Corning Museum of Glass in Upstate
New York.

ANTHONY QUAINTON (d 52) I continue to
teach US Foreign Policy and Diplomatic
Practice at American University in
Washington in my capacity as Distinguished
Diplomat in Residence.

DAVID WOOLMER (a 53) My turbulent
existence has lately been much buoyed up
by the success of my golf and I recently went
round Weston Turville GC, a lovely course
near Aylesbury, in 71 gross, 70 par, SSS=69,
5 shots under my age!

BRIAN CROWE (h 56) I retired from my
eight-year stint as Director General for
external and politico-military affairs in the
EU Council of Ministers in 2002, was made
KCMG that year, spent some time as a
visiting fellow at Canterbury University,
Christchurch, New Zealand in 2003 and then

took on various
assignments in
London, including
deputy chairman of
Chatham House and
training diplomats
and other civil
servants in several
European countries

and also Afghanistan, where conveniently I
was able this summer to see one son on his
third army tour there. 

TIM HONNOR (h 58) It was a great privilege
to come down to attend Bill Cooper’s
Memorial Service and to realise that I still
knew BOTH verses of the Carmen. I also
managed to snoop round Abbey Grange,
where my mother, brother and self, had
been evacuated in 1944, (at Geoffrey
O’Hanlon’s orders), when Doodlebugs were
falling all round us in Leatherhead and my
father was still at sea.  I sold Piccolo Press in
April this year, just after it gained the ‘Social
Stationery Printer of the Year Award’’. I am
now editor of the monthly British Printing
Society Magazine, and a hands-on teacher
at letterpress printing courses near
Balmoral. I also continue my naval
associations as Chairman of the Inverness
Sea Cadets, whilst still trying to find time to
learn to play the violin.

JEREMY HAIGH (d 59) I am not sure how
many other OS have followed a similar
career path to mine as a wildlife vet during
which, inter alia, I have given a 4-gallon
enema to a rhino and checked a lion for
pregnancy.

1940s
CHARLES CAREY (b 47) I am working
on an interesting commission to
produce some paintings for the Guy’s
and St Thomas’s Hospital  Charity.
The works relate to the material in the
hospitals’ museum collections. A
number of other artists and writers
have been asked to contribute a
response to the work of the charity to
celebrate the achievements and to
provide a positive enhancement to
the Trust’s new offices. The end of
January is the deadline and I’m well
ahead.

BRIAN GRIFFIN (a 47) I can report
that I have decided to retire ‘while I’m
ahead’. My swansong has been the
completion of a major university
research building. The Royal
Australian Institute of Architects has
recognised my career  by adding my
name to the list of Respected
Architects. I now have time to
complete my second book ‘Teaching
& Learning Space Design Guide’.  I
always enjoy visiting Sherborne and
remember with great fondness my
days at the School.

Peter Currie writes: Performing my annual task of proof-reading the Record, I have been struck by the thought that most OS probably only
read entries in the following pages that refer to their contemporaries. I would encourage everyone to read more widely; they will discover an

astonishing range of activities on every page.  It is likely to make them, like me, proud to be a member of the Sherborne Community.
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1960s
ANTHONY SUMMERS (f 61) In April
Anthony learned that his book The Eleventh
Day: The Full Story of 9/11 & Osama bin
Laden, was  one of three  finalists for this
year’s  Pulitzer Prize  for History. Non-
fiction  writing  has ever been  a tough
mountain to climb but he and his co-author
pressed on impelled not least by the belief
that it is a good thing that books like those
on the 2012 Pulitzer list get written.  

GEOFFREY HERDMAN (g 61) Having
retired on 30 June 2010, my wife and I spent
16 months driving round the world in our
1956 Bristol, covering 33,000 miles without a
problem.  I attach a photo of us in Townsville
Australia, where the car had to be
reregistered with an Australian plate. 

JOHN ATKINSON (c 63) My partner and I
bought the ‘1774 Inn’ in Maine, USA in 2009,
and have been running it as a bed and
breakfast since. This year we were awarded
another TripAdvisor ‘Certificate of
Excellence’ and have still managed to
continue to keep our guests happy,
according to their comments and reviews!
Visitors from the UK are always particularly
welcome!

MICHAEL JOSEPH (a 62) On December
31st I will have completed my triennium as
Chairman of the Dorset
Family Proceedings Court.
I regularly see Roger
House (a 62) who is a
District Judge, and
Richard Bond (a 65),
Circuit Judge at the
Bournemouth Courts. Paul
Mildred (a 63), District Judge, retired from
the Bench earlier this year. I would say the
courts in Dorset have been well served by
School House Old Shirburnians !

HARRY WESTROPP (d 63) I am determined
not to retire until I’m clearly useless, so I’m
very relieved to be kept busy at the age of
68.  I have been Chairman of Agrivert Ltd, a
company specialising in the disposal of
waste and in renewable energy for the past
20 years. Its principal interest is the design,
building and management of anaerobic
digestion plants. I am also Chairman of an
organic soft drinks company, which sells
under the ‘Belvoir’ brand, and of Datasat
Communications Ltd, a satellite and wireless
communications company based near
Potters Bar and in Reading and California. In
my spare time I look after our farm in
Leicestershire and continue to hunt regularly
in winter.

NIGEL PULLMAN (a 65)
Nigel has been elected to
serve as one of the two
Sheriffs of the City of London
and took office on 28th
September for a one-year
stint, but says he will NOT go
on to be the Lord Mayor!
Nigel served as the Master
Leatherseller in 2010-2011 and as Clerk to
the World Traders from 1997-2008. He is
deputy chairman of the Livery Committee.

RICHARD WALLER (a 65) After three years
as CFO at Nexon in Japan (the pioneer in
free-to-play online games) I took the
opportunity, in January 2009, to start up a
game company in Canada.  After some time
searching for funding, in 2011 I co-founded
an online game publishing company in
Canada.  Once this was established, I
decided to retire to the UK where I
am interested in helping start-up
companies  and keeping in touch with the
world of online games.

JACK STEER (f 65) Jack has now retired
from the steel industry in South Wales where
he has worked for 43 years. He was selected
this year to represent Wales over 65s in the
Hockey World Cup in England, timed to take
place between the Olympics and
Paralympics in August.

PHILIP VENNING
(f 65) Philip retired
in June after 28
years as Secretary
of the Society for
the Protection of
Ancient Buildings. Three weeks earlier, on
behalf of the SPAB, he accepted a European
Union Cultural Heritage Prize/Europa Nostra
Award from Placido Domingo. The award -
the heritage version of the Oscars - was
made at a major international event in
Lisbon, hosted by the President of Portugal.

JEREMY O’KEEFFE (g 68) After six years as
WWF Professor of Freshwater Ecology in the
Netherlands, I am back in South Africa as a
Professor at Rhodes University working on a
South African government initiative to
develop a UNESCO Water Institute.

JOHN PEARN (c 68) Simon Eliot, the last
Headmaster, has joined me and several
other old Shirburnians on the West Country
Racecourse Stewarding panels: viz Geoff
White (d 60), Richard Gould (h 62), Adrian
Grazebrook (d 61) and Charlie Lane (a 74).

CHARLES PRICE (a 68)
My company, Graduate
Gardeners Ltd, builds
gardens for the domestic
market in the Cotswolds.
We won an RHS Gold
Medal and the ‘Best in
Show’ at the RHS Malvern

Spring Gardening Show for the fourth year
running this year. Lately, I have been
enjoying a bit of competitive rowing and
recently won the ‘Flash Mueller Cup’ for the
second year running at The Helford River
Regatta! 

ANDREW HAWKINS (a 69)
My company, based in the
UAE, specialises in maritime
aids to navigation which
takes me all over the Middle
East and the Indian Ocean
rim.  The photo is one of a
lighthouse we completed this year for the
UAE Government.  We believe it’s the first
‘wave washed’ lighthouse completed in
maybe 50 years anywhere, unless OS know
otherwise!

PETER MICHELMORE
(g 69) Peter is Senior
Partner, Middle East,
based in the Abu Dhabi
office of Reed Smith
where he has been
resident since 1997. He
is the immediate past

Chairman of the British Business Group in
Abu Dhabi and Honorary Legal Adviser to
the British Ambassador to the United Arab
Emirates.   He was awarded an OBE in the
Queen’s Birthday Honours List.
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M I S S I N G  L I S T
THE LIST OF MISSING OS IS PUBLISHED
ON THE WEBSITE. HARD COPY IS
AVAILABLE FROM THE OSS OFFICE ON
REQUEST. IF YOU KNOW THE
WHEREABOUTS OF ANY OF THESE OS,
PLEASE LET US HAVE THEIR CURRENT
CONTACT INFORMATION.
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1970s
PIERS CROCKER (a 71) Piers continues as
Curator of the Norwegian (sardine) Canning

Museum in Stavanger,
where he has been for
the last 13 years, and
which has recently
celebrated its 30th
anniversary, which
included a new
Exhibition entitled

‘The American Connection’ with special
reference to canned sardines. A cream cake,
shaped like an opened can of sardines, also
featured. 

CHAN LOWE (h 71) I am an editorial
cartoonist and opinion writer for the Sun
Sentinel newspaper in South Florida and
recently travelled to Austria to deliver
several lectures, supplemented by my
cartoons, on the subject of the then
upcoming US presidential campaign and
elections.   I discovered, to my chagrin, that
Austrians are more engaged in American
politics than many Americans. I delivered
the introduction to my lectures in passable
German for which I must give credit to my
German teacher, Simon Wilkinson.

JEREMY ARCHER (d 73) Herewith a
photograph of five OS singing the School
Song atop a fallen stele at Axum in Ethiopia
on 13 November 2012.  Left to right:
RICHARD OPENSHAW (h 80); STEPHEN
RILEY (c 73); JEREMY ARCHER; ROBERT
WHEELER (m 75); RICHARD CARROW (f
73). Three are former army officers: Carrow
– Royal Greenjackets (former Defence
Attaché in Chile, now a consultant); Archer
–The Devonshire and Dorset Regiment (now
at Cazenove Capital Management);
Openshaw – The Grenadier Guards (now a
property developer). Riley works for Global
Aerospace insurance and Wheeler in
property development.

PHILIP KERR (h 73) Philip
runs his own property
advice firm and still
paints as taught by his
housemaster Bill Cooper
in the bicycle shed at
Westcott.

NEIL JACOBSEN (a 74) I have recently
returned to England after postings to
Bangladesh and Pakistan and am now taking
early retirement from the FCO.

CHARLES BAUGHAN (b 74) My company,
Westaway Sausages based in Newton
Abbot, is the only
European Company
licensed to export
meat products into
Japan. We have
a thriving export
business in addition
to supplying over
1,000 retailers in the South West of England.
This year we won UK Small Processing
Business of the Year. 

STEPHEN FOOT (a 75) After years of
thinking about it and hours of detailed
planning, Grace and I set off on our first
Transatlantic sailing trip from Gibraltar with
two friends in mid-November, first to the
Canaries, about 750 miles, and then a further
2,900 miles to St Lucia in time for the
children to join us there before Christmas.

JOHN HUBBARD (a 75)
John Hubbard left
Bournemouth School after
25 years’ service, the last five
of which as Head of English.
He is currently enjoying time
to travel, read and write,
walk, paint and garden, and

reflect on returning to teaching of some kind
after a productive break.

GRAHAM LACEY (a 75)
Following my 2-year tenure
as Headteacher of Berlin
British School, I recently
took up the post of
Executive Principal at the
three campus, fee-paying
Southbank International School, London. 

HUGH SALVAGE (b 75) I live
and work in Cape Town as a
systems analyst, currently
specialising in Health Care
applications and hospital
information systems. My
hobbies are surfing and ultra
marathon running, and I

recently  hiked the 5-day Fish River Canyon
trail in Namibia with a group of friends which
was the experience of a lifetime.   

MARK WIPPELL (c 75) I am a senior
corporate partner at London law firm, Allen
& Overy LLP.  In 2012, I helmed my own
keelboat, Firebird X145, at Cowes Week but
did not win anything!

JAMES TAYLOR (a 77) In May we
celebrated the fourth anniversary of my
‘boutique’ residential property agency in
London.  Having set up at a terrible time in
2008, we’ve had a bumpy ride but are still

here and hoping that
the so-called ‘green
shoots’ will soon be
growing into a robust
and harvestable
crop!!  

NEIL FORBES (c 77) Neil completed his
term as President of the European Board of

Veterinary Specialisation
(EBVS) in April 2011, and
remains a Senior Vice
President of EBVS and of
the European College of
Zoological Medicine.   In
2011, he was the first ever

recipient of the Helga Gerlach senior award
for excellence in Avian Medicine.  He
continues to write and lecture
internationally.

TOM BARNES (h 77) I’ve been busy working
on several Aardman Animations films – as
post Production Supervisor on ‘Arthur
Christmas’ and as Head of Camera and
Lighting and Post Production Supervisor on
‘The Pirates! In an Adventure with
Scientists’. Now that both these films are
complete, we are working on the early
stages of the next two or three!

MICHAEL ROBERTS (h 77) I gained the
qualifications of FRCS in 1990 and FACEM in
2000.  I am currently Chief Medical Officer at
Northland District Health Board in New
Zealand, but about to move to Australia.

EDWARD MEAD (a 78) I’ve been lucky
enough to be elevated to FRICS so even
more people will now believe the drivel I
write in the press!
I’ve also been
lucky enough to
part own and
run an agency
i n  L o n d o n ,
apparently the
only place in the world people are still
buying property.

RODDY PORTER (d 78) Roddy retired from
the Army as a Major General in September
2011 after 31 years’ service. He has now
taken up the position as Director-General of
The Royal Over-Seas League in St James’s,
London.  
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1980s

OLIVER WOOLLEY (c 81) Several months
after Braveheart Investment Group plc
acquired Envestors Limited the two CEOs
realised they shared a common schooling.
GEOFFREY THOMSON (h 75), CEO of
Braveheart, mentioned to Oliver Woolley,
Managing Director of Envestors, that he was
down from Scotland visiting friends in the
West Country.   When Oliver mentioned he
was at school there, the connection was
made.  

ANDREW HENDERSON (a 83) I set up
Wychwood Consulting Ltd in 2009 to help
technology firms commercialise their
software/product and advise companies in
the Energy sector on how to engage with
the Government and understand the UK
political scene. I retired as local District
Councillor in 2011 but am still the Deputy
Chairman Political for Hampshire which
means I cover political activity across the
County. 

ROBIN PRICE (a 83) Robin has been living
and working in mainland China for nearly

twenty years, running
various companies and
currently Geelong, the
world’s biggest toolbox
company. He lives
mainly in Guangdong
province, close to Hong

Kong.    Robin eventually gained a Master’s
degree in spoken and written Chinese but
vehemently denies its worth. ‘The only way
to really learn the language is to speak it day
in, day out with the Chinese people’.  

BEN JEAPES (h 83) Ben Jeapes’ novel,
Phoenicia’s Worlds, will be published by

Solaris in summer
2013. Meanwhile his
earlier novel, His
Majesty’s Starship,
and story collection,
Jeapes Japes, will
be republished by
Clarion Publishing,
and he has been
contracted to ghost-

write two further children’s adventures. He
will be the first to admit this level of activity
is unusual and wishes this kind of thing
happened more often.

MICHAEL WRIGHT (b 84) This has been a
Sherborne year for Michael.  He was invited 
to speak at the Sherborne Abbey Festival in
May when bookings for his talk proved so
popular that he was persuaded to speak at a
second session the following day.  He was
subsequently invited back to School in July
to speak at Commem and present the
prizes, and then also spoke at the Abbey
House Dinner in November.

RICO TICE (h 84) Following his Church of
England ordination in 1994, Rico joined the
staff team at All Souls, Langham Place, as
Associate Minister where he is able to focus
on evangelism.  He is the co-author of
Christianity Explored, a widely used range of
resources for people enquiring about the
Christian faith.  Rico was invited back to
School in July to preach at Commem. 

GUY NICHOLSON (g 85) Guy is in his third
year working for Apple in Cupertino,
California. He sends his thanks to Chris
Martin (m 95) and Coldplay for their
performance at Steve Jobs’ memorial
service on the Apple campus in 2011.

NEIL BULSTRODE (e 86) Neil Bulstrode
continues as the Lead Clinician for the
Department of Plastic
Surgery at Great
Ormond Street
Hospital and is
currently the President
of the Plastic Surgery
Section of the Royal
Society of Medicine.
He has been helping a
child in Bogota,
Colombia, who had a giant birthmark and
was featured in a Channel 4 documentary
called The Turtle Boy.  Further
reconstructive work was in the last of the
recent BBC 2 series about Great Ormond
Street Hospital.

ALEXANDER GUNNING (m 88) 2012 was a
good year for Shirburnian lawyers! I was
appointed a QC in March, as was JAMES
COLLINS (f 88), who was in the same year
as me.

TOM KEATINGE (h 89) Tom Keatinge has
returned to a new job at J P Morgan as
European Head of JPM’s Public Sector
group following his sabbatical year at King’s
College London studying for an MA in
Intelligence & International Security.  For his
dissertation he researched the effectiveness
of the Financial War on Terror and received
the annual KCL War Studies Department
award for the highest mark achieved.  

1990s
SAM RUTHERFORD (a 90) I have been
accepted as an Upper Fellow of the Guild of
Air Pilots and Air Navigators, and recently
completed a Trans-Africa flight in an R44
helicopter.  I am looking to fly same aircraft
to the North Pole in the near future.  I am still
based in Brussels between adventures.

CHRIS SARGENT (b 90) and ALEX BUDGE
(c 02) Alex was a Platoon Commander and
Chris was a Company Commander, both
serving with the Grenadier Guards in
Afghanistan.  Chris writes: ‘This photo was
taken at a time when for once we were clean
and not deep in the Upper Gereshk
Valley.  Age is beginning to tell, I fear; young
Alex was feeling the pace less than I!   A
pretty tough tour but happy to report a
number of OS were present across the
Brigade.  Sadly the pace of life was such that
we could not all get together for a specific
photo call, maybe during the next one.’

JAMES ALDERSON (c 91) James has moved
to Japan where he has been promoted
Senior Vice President at Engine Lease
Finance Corporation, a wholly owned
subsidiary of the Bank of Tokyo Mitsubishi
UFJ and the world’s leading independent
large commercial jet aircraft engine
financing and leasing company.  

JOHN GOODDEN (f 91) In my work as a
Consultant Neurosurgeon in Leeds, I have
just started doing a new operation for

children with spastic
cerebral palsy called
Selective Dorsal
Rhizotomy (SDR). It is
an amazing operation
that helps get these
children walking
instead of being in
wheelchairs or using
walking frames.  This is
an operation that has

only started to become available in the UK in
the last year or two, so this is exciting
pioneering work.  
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A N T H O N Y
RIMINGTON (g 91)
I returned to
Yeovilton, where I
hope to be for a
couple of years, to
take command of
702 Naval Air
Squadron in July
2012, flying the
Maritime Lynx
Helicopter once
again.  We train the
next generation of Aircrew and Maintenance
Engineers to deploy worldwide with the
Lynx in the Fleet’s frigates and destroyers

CHARLES GRIFFITH (f 92) I work at
BlackRock as a Portfolio Manager in the
Fixed Income Global Alpha team. I have just
taken up meaningful exercise again, and
completed the South Downs Marathon,
raising around £5,000 for ‘Gift of Sight’
(researching a cure for Macular
Degeneration), and three half marathons
during 2012. 

NICK COPELAND (h 92)
Nick is currently based in
Buenos Aires where he
is Managing Director
of GardaWorld: Latin
America, supervising
political risk and security
consulting services in the
region, which currently
includes work in remote
corners of Colombia for US government
projects and supporting DFID humanitarian
work in Haiti. 

MICHAEL LOTT (b 94) I have been in
Singapore for two years working for
American company, Go Daddy LLC, whose
core business is in domain name registration
in which they are the world leader.

TRITIP ARUNANONDCHAI (a 95) I recently
visited Sherborne for the first time in ten
years and had a wonderful tour of the School
and School House.  I work in a sugar milling,
fuel ethanol plant and real estate in
Thailand.  I got married in 2010 and we
spent our honeymoon in South America and
Antarctica where we visited the former
British Antarctic Survey facility at Port
Lockroy. These days I play cricket in the
Bangkok Cricket League.  

DICCON COOPER (e 98) Having spent
several years studying history at the
Universities of Cambridge and Oxford, I
decided to follow my passion to become a
double bass player, and so moved to
London where I am now studying part-time
for a Master’s degree in Performance.

TOM HILLARY (e 98) I am currently running
the Asia-Pacific Upstream Energy team for
Marsh Insurance Brokers, based in
Singapore. There are several OS out here.
Tom Hillary with SIMON FILTNESS (f 99) and
PATRICK GIDNEY (g 99).

CHRISTOPH COURTH (h 99) I am currently
Head of Major Gifts at The Prince’s Trust
seeking to enthuse and engage
philanthropists with our work alongside
finding new individuals to invest in The
Trust.  

2000s
SEBASTIEN BAMSEY and NICK PHILLIPS
(b 2000) This year, we set up a racing team,
Beau Sport Racing, which caters for entry
level Le Mans-style racing cars. The skills
that Nick has acquired through his job as a
motor sport design engineer have proved
invaluable in managing the logistics of
preparing, transporting and racing the car at
circuits around the UK.

JAMES CARROLL (c 00) Jimmy, who is an
officer in 1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards,
was awarded his second Mention in
Despatches for his efforts on Op HERRICK
15 in Afghanistan last winter. He is also part
of a high profile medical science expedition
heading to Mount Everest in Spring 2013.
The expedition, named Xtreme Everest 2, is
a charitable project by University College
London’s Centre for Altitude, Space and
Extreme Environment (CASE) Medicine. Its
ultimate aim is to further develop our
understanding of the body’s physiological
response to low oxygen in the hospital
setting.  Jimmy is Expedition Manager with
responsibilities for the non-scientific aspects
of the expedition, including transporting
nearly 20 tonnes of medical and scientific
equipment from CASE HQ in London, to the
three purpose-built laboratories in Nepal: at
Kathmandu (1200m), Namche Bazaar
(3500m) and Everest Base Camp (5300m).

GILES TURNER (e 01) I now cover
‘investment banking’ at Financial News,
Dow Jones, and was shortlisted for the DLA
Piper Journalist of the year.

GEORGE TYSON (b 02) I have recently
returned from a tour of Afghanistan with my
Regiment, the King’s Royal Hussars, where I
was based in Babaji, Helmand Province.

BENJAMIN DUDGEON (c 02) Benjie has
directed ‘Wasta’ at Theatre 503, played the
part of Hindley in a regional tour of
Wuthering Heights and played the part of
‘Latino Guy’ in Dream - an adaptation of
Dante’s Inferno which was at the Cannes film
festival 2012.

DAVID HOEY (h&d 02) I am Operations
Officer of 1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards,
(not the Royal Green Jackets as stated in a
previous edition of OS news!), who also
count in their ranks Capt Jimmy Carroll (see
above).  I have recently returned from my
second tour of Afghanistan and am posted
with the Regiment out in Germany. In
between bouts of soldiering I have
represented the Army Offshore Sailing
Team including the Fastnet, Caribbean 600
and Sydney-Hobart Races.

PATRICK LE FLUFY (m 02) I spent the last
year in the Peruvian Amazon where I was
based in Iquitos but going into the jungle
regularly, including 2½ months living with
the Matses, a remote tribe on the Peru/Brazil
border that was first contacted in 1969.  I am
hoping to return and work as a link between
indigenous communities in Loreto (a
Department of Peru) and Western
professionals such as scientists and
documentary makers.

HENRY MAY (d 04) I am currently in
Colombia working for ‘Ensena por
Colombia’ (the Colombian equivalent of
Teach First), recruiting and training
Colombian teachers to teach in challenging
schools in Bogota and beyond. The
‘Huracan FC’ project featured in the last OS
Record continues to grow - with an affiliate
team being launched in Sierra Leone, thanks
largely to Charlie Habershon’s (c 04)
presence there! Find us on Facebook!  
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DAVID NICHOLLS (g 05) I am still serving with the Rifles
and have been promoted to Captain.  The photo is of a
formal ‘Shura’ (gathering of tribal elders) at my
Checkpoint in Nahr e Seraj South, Helmand Province.

LEO DE WATTS (a 06) and JAMES ROBINSON (b 03)
Leo and James have both qualified as pilots with Cathay
Pacific this past year.  Leo writes: The photo here is of me
and James on the Boeing 747-400, with James flying and
me as a passenger. James flies the Boeing 747-400, the
747-400 Freighter and the 747-800 Freighter. I fly the
Boeing 777-300ER. The training in Adelaide took 14
months and, although we weren’t on the same course, I
graduated 4 months after him.

JAMES WILLASEY-WILSEY (m 06) James has moved to
Johannesburg where he is working for two years as an
emerging markets analyst for Pasco Risk Management,
helping companies invest in Africa and the Middle East. 

ADAM FERRIS (d 08) I graduated from
UCL this summer and for the last few
months have been working as a policy
analyst for the Commission on a Bill of
Rights, whose report will be delivered to
Government and made public at the end
of December. 

2010s
CHRISTOPHER GOLDSACK (m 2010) I am currently
enjoying my penultimate year reading physics MSci at
UCL. I row for the University of London as a lightweight,
making it to Henley Royal Regatta in the summer and
have recently been invited by GB U23 to attend their
winter training camp in Marlow.

TOBY FULLER (e 12) and
CHARLIE DENNIS (e 12) A
picture of two Wallace boys at
their matriculation at Oxford.
They seem like they are thriving
and enjoying a fun if hard-
working start to life in 
Oxford. ●

1998 DATA PROTECTION ACT
PLEASE REFER TO WWW.OLDSHIRBURNIAN.ORG.UK

T H E  T A L I S K E R  W H I S K Y
A T L A N T I C  C H A L L E N G E

2 0 1 1

NICK MOORE (a 89) ‘On 14th January 2012 at 1715 local time, my DVB Bank
colleague, Toby Iles, and I crossed the finishing line off North Point, Barbados to
win the 2011 Talisker Whisky Atlantic Challenge - ‘The World’s Toughest Rowing
Race’ - having departed La Gomera in the Canary Islands on 5th December on
board our 7m/24ft ocean rowing boat BOXnumber8. Our Atlantic crossing had
taken us 40 days, 9 hours and 15 minutes and we finished just 3 hours and 22
minutes outside the world record for a pair. The second placed boat finished
only 26 minutes after us in the closest ever finish in the race’s history.’

Colleagues Toby and Nick are usually far more at home talking about, and
travelling by, planes, not boats. Their day jobs see them managing and
marketing aircraft on behalf of DVB Bank. Both though do have previous form,
having sailed around the world on different occasions. They were motivated by
the enormous personal challenge of the race. Toby was inspired by the book,
The Naked Rower, by winner of the first Atlantic Rowing Race in 1997, Rob
Hamill.  Meanwhile, a chance meeting with female solo ocean rower, Roz
Savage, planted the seed in Nick´s head. It was made doubly hard for them, as
Nick is based in Singapore and Toby in London, so shared training time could
only be limited.

They raised money for Shelterbox, which provides shelter for those displaced by
natural or man-made disaster. ●
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Q U E E N ’ S  
J U B I L E E  C E L E B R A T I O N S

DAVID LEAKEY (b 70) David, in his role of Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod,
escorted the Queen on her arrival at and departure from the Palace of Westminster.
He must also have been extremely proud of the performance of the National
Children’s Orchestra of which he is a Governor.

JEREMY ARCHER (d 73) Over the Diamond Jubilee weekend we escaped to the
Isle of Wight. On the Friday, walking on the beach, we met a couple from
Sherborne: Mike Davis, former Housemaster of The Digby, and his wife. The
following evening, I asked a near-neighbour and his wife round for a drink:
MALCOLM PEPLOW (f 55) whom I had not seen since the summer of 1967, when I
was 12 and he was serving in the 1st Battalion, The Devonshire and Dorset
Regiment, then commanded by my father.  I learned that Malcolm was also an Old
Shirburnian, as were his two sons, his brother and a nephew. Then we attended a
Diamond Jubilee Commemorative Sung Evensong on the Sunday after which I fell
into conversation with one of the Churchwardens, only to discover that her brother,
J A P HENLEY (a 58) had been to Sherborne, as had her father, REAR-ADMIRAL
SIR JOSEPH HENLEY (a 27).  It was a veritable Sherborne School Diamond Jubilee
Weekend!

ANTHONY RICH (c 75) My wife and I were invited to the Jubilee Concert on the
Monday as part of the Mountain Rescue England & Wales/British Cave Rescue
Council party, for both of which I have been the Hon Legal Adviser for around 20
years. HRH Prince William is the Patron of MREW hence the royal connection.
MREW & BCRC were also honoured to be on the list of emergency services whose
personnel were eligible for the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee Medal which I duly
received on 13th June 2012.

ANGUS PRENTICE (c 78) Angus was on an RNLI boat beyond Tower Bridge during
the Royal Thames Pageant and carried out the most rescue missions of all other
RNLI boats.

SIMON MCCOY (a 79) Simon reported on the Thames River Pageant for the BBC. 

GILES SUGDON (f 99) Giles had the honour of being one of ten people chosen to
read the prayers during the Queen’s Jubilee Service at St Paul’s Cathedral in June.

ALEX HAMMICK (g 06) and TIM CROWLEY (b 06) Alex and Tim were part of the 2
Squadron, Honourable Artillery Company saluting battery that fired the 41 gun
salute on Sunday as the Queen entered the City on the royal barge as part of the
Jubilee River Pageant. ●

O L Y M P I C S
DAVID REA (g 56) I was a Games Maker at the London Olympics where I judged at
the Eventing discipline at Greenwich in July. If anyone was there they might have
seen me at Fence 21(the Altar).  I would send you a photograph but those purple
uniforms did nothing for my complexion!

DAVID FURSDON (m 71) David was fortunate enough to chair the South West
England Board for the 2012 Games for LOCOG and the GOE and, as such, was
involved in torch relay, legacy and the Games themselves, seeing some fantastic
sailing at Weymouth including the inspirational paralympians.

RICHARD ROBINSON (h 90) Richard Robinson directed the successful expedition
to Mount Everest to fulfil the ‘Olympic Games Pledge’ as part of the London 2012
Olympic Games. This involved British mountaineer, Kenton Cool, fulfilling a near
century old promise made between Baron Pierre de Coubertin and the British
Government in 1924 to place an Olympic Gold Medal, won by Arthur Wakefield for
Mountaineering, on the Everest summit ‘for all humanity’.  

RUPERT SEEBOHM (e 93) Rupert worked in security for the Organising Committee
of the London Olympics (LOCOG). ●
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